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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report investigates the socioeconomic impact of the 
Danish Outdoor Lighting Lab (DOLL) in a local, regional 
and global context. As a so-called ‘living lab’, DOLL is where 
public authorities, private enterprises and research environ-
ments are brought together to create, test and apply state-
of-the-art solutions of the future within intelligent lighting 
(photonics) and Smart Urban Services (SUS).

Located in the full-scale laboratory Hersted Industrial Park 
in Albertslund, DOLL allows small and large companies 
to test and showcase, side by side, their products in a 1:1 
scale. This arrangement further allows for partnerships to 
grow organically in between the companies and with public 
actors and research institutions. The report focuses first and 
foremost on DOLL in its local context and how it supports 
the local business environment, economic growth and job 
creation and the companies’ capacity for innovation.

In addition, this investigation seeks to understand DOLL 
from regional and national perspectives, with the aim to 
evaluate its brand-building effects on Greater Copenhagen 
and Denmark as Smart City- and green growth frontrunners. 
Building on this, a global market perspective is included as 
well to discuss international demand for DOLL’s solutions. 
For the latter, the report focuses on the hundreds of interna-
tional political, business and academic delegations, counting 
the likes of Australia, Canada, China and the United States, 
that have visited DOLL seeking inspiration for their own 
work on Smart City development. The often comprehensive 
press coverage resulting from both Danish and internatio-
nal visits to DOLL is discussed as an example of the strong 
brand-building effect DOLL has on its member companies 
and its surrounding environment.

Finally, the report evaluates the global market demand for 
new solutions within photonics and Smart Urban Services 
and discusses the role of living labs in securing a smoo-
th and sustainable transition under the fourth industrial 
revolution.

The investigation is based on desk research, surveys, per-
sonal in-depth interviews and workshops with key stake-
holders in DOLL, Albertslund and Greater Copenhagen. In 

addition, a sample of international delegations that have 
visited DOLL has been queried to strengthen the internatio-
nal perspective.

The report concludes that the participating companies 
regard DOLL as very positive contribution to their own busi-
ness activities, as well as to the local and national business 
environment. For example, 66% states that they would not 
be present and active in Albertslund, had it not been for 
DOLL, while municipalities and other public officials across 
Denmark and international cities find DOLL a great source 
of inspiration and value to their own work. The findings 
show that this inspiration results in an enhanced capacity 
for innovation, the creation of local jobs and a unique brand 
profile.

Finally, the report suggests how DOLL can be a key player in 
supporting Denmark’s transition into the so-called Industry 
4.0, which will markedly change the conditions for creating 
economic growth, employment, innovation and welfare. 
For this, DOLL may leverage its unique position as a driver 
for innovation and growth to play into existing national 
initiatives, aimed at the fourth industrial revolution. As a key 
driver for change, DOLL thus represents the future model for 
innovation, growth and welfare and a guiding example for 
Albertslund and the rest of Denmark, seeking a competitive 
and sustainable position in the fourth industrial revolution.
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Danish Outdoor Lighting Lab – DOLL is a ‘living lab’ and 
test center for the intelligent solutions of the future within 
lighting, photonics and smart city technology. DOLL is a 
partnership between the Municipality of Albertslund, the in-
stitute for photonics at the Technical University of Denmark 
(DTU) and the organization Gate21 (who operates DOLL). It 
consists of three labs: DOLL’s Living Lab is where lighting 
solutions, smart city technologies and operational systems 
are being tested in 1:1 scale. The living lab is located in 
Hersted industrial park – a full scale industrial compound. 
DOLL’s Quality Lab is located at DTU in the city of Roskil-
de. The quality lab is where producers and buyers can get 
impartial measurements and tests of the technological 
solutions, while the Virtual Lab, also located at DTU, utilizes 
virtual reality technology to allow city planners and other 
stakeholders to visualize the effects of a given technology, 
such as for example the impact on the urban environment 
of using of a certain type of LED street lighting. 

This report focuses primarily on the Living Lab in the Her-
sted industrial park. Throughout this report this is what will 
be referred to as DOLL. From the outset, DOLL’s focus has 
been on intelligent street lighting – Smart Urban Lighting. 
From this origin DOLL has expanded to also encompass 
Smart Urban Services (SUS)

LIGHTING (PHOTONICS)

Photonics is the science of lighting – about how light is 
created, understood and manipulated.

Consequently, photonics is often lumped together with 
intelligent lighting. Through DOLL, Danish municipaliti-
es, regions and private businesses get the opportunity to 
develop new and better lighting solutions in collaboration 
with scientists. These technologies, here under LED, have 
got many ways to be applied in real life beyond an intel-
ligent street lamp. The energy savings potentials alone 
are astrounding, and the co-development of technologies 
between researchers, businesses and public authorities will 
greatly impact how the ‘intelligent citizen’ of the future will 
use her surroundings, keeps herself informed, entertained 
and engaged in creating a sustainable society.

SMART URBAN SERVICES

Smart Urban Services (SUS) covers a range of smart city te-

chnologies. Smart waste management, air quality measure-
ment, parking solutions and internet via LED light waves 
(LiFi) are just some of the areas that are being developed 
and tested in DOLL under the SUS heading. The common 
denominator is that they are technical solutions that in a 
rapidly urbanizing world will utilize data to help cities and 
citizens to exists and live more sustainably and smarter. 
The goal is that citizens can exist in urban environment in a 
healthier, safer and more efficient way through being part of 
a city that is actively mitigating and fighting pollutions and 
crowding. A ‘Smart City’ is as such a place where intelligent 
sensors connect the physical infrastructure of the city, e.g. 
traffic and waste systems, to both citizen’s and decision 
makers with the aim of ensuring that the operations of the 
entire city are optimized to increase livability and minimize 
hazards. DOLL is home to many such technologies. DOLL’s 
SUS focus comprises intelligent traffic- and parking solu-
tions, waste management, air quality, noise reduction and 
citizen information solutions.

VISITOR CENTRE AND CONTROL ROOM

The extensive visitor- and control centre, DOLL Visitor 
Centre, is located in the heart of the Living Lab area of the 
Hersted Industrial Park. It houses conference rooms, data 
storage and treatment facilities, 3D-visual simulators and an 
iPad-operated 180-inch wall screen that demonstrates e.g. 
the control of lighting in DOLL’s geographical area. These 
are crucial tools in demonstrating and exemplifying the 
opportunities that arise out of the more than 80 individu-
al lighting- and Smart City solutions, IoT communication 
network and 13 management systems that are being tested 
on the streets of DOLL. Through tangible demonstrations 
of the applications and solutions in the Living Lab area, the 
control room helps create a platform where the producers 

INTRODUCTION

“PHOTONICS IS THE SCIENCE OF THE 
HARNESSING OF LIGHT. PHOTONICS 

ENCOMPASSES THE GENERATION 
OF LIGHT, THE DETECTION OF 

LIGHT, THE MANAGEMENT OF LIGHT 
THROUGH GUIDANCE, MANIPULATION, 

AND AMPLIFICATION, AND MOST 
IMPORTANTLY, ITS UTILISATION FOR THE 

BENEFIT OF MANKINDi.”  
Pierre Aigrain, French researcher, 1967

and buyers meet, and where decision makers of all stripes 
get an opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the 
functionality and the reasoning behind the many solutions 
that are being developed and tested in DOLL.

This has a large impact on the businesses. They often choo-
se to conduct client meetings in the DOLL Visitor Centre. 
Moreover, the businesses also conduct innovation- and 
development activities under the auspices of DOLL, with the 
partnership between TDC and Cisco regarding a digital data 
platform for utilization of diverse data across systems as a 
bright example. The control room also serves to level the 
field of competition between small and large businesses in 
DOLL, due to the fact that all the solutions can be demon-
strated and controlled from DOLL Visitor Centre.

MORE THAN A LIVING LAB

As such, DOLL is much more than a living lab and test 
centre for intelligent lighting. It is the connective tissue in 
the transition into Industry 4.0, and a consequential piece of 
the puzzle of how to design the intelligent urban environ-
ments and infrastructure of the future – from Albertslund 
to Copenhagen and Singapore. More than half of all Danish 
municipalities have visited DOLL, and more than 1000 
international visitors from all corners of the worldii, have 
visited DOLL since the inception in 2014. In other words, 
Albertslund Municipality has been put squarely on the 
national and international radar by the focused approach to 
fostering the future technologies and solutions that decision 

makers, urban planners, architects, knowledge institutions 
and businesses can benefit from. The local and international 
interest in DOLL hints that photonics and SUS are focus 
areas with huge potential for both local businesses as well 
as large export opportunities on the growing global market 
for Smart City solutions.

THE VALUE CREATION OF DOLL

Seeing as DOLL represents an innovative approach in terms 
both organizationally and in terms of content, the precise 
effects on Albertslund, the businesses and Denmark can be 
challenging to measure precisely. This report will therefore 
create an understanding of the value that DOLL delivers, 
and illuminate how DOLL’s position and value creation for 
the region and beyond can be understood. As such, this re-
port describes and documents the impact DOLL has had on 
Albertslund Municipality, Greater Copenhagen, Denmark and 
internationally. The report is primarily concerned with the 
effect that DOLL has had on jobs and innovation capabiliti-
es, as well as how this impact contributes to strengthening 
Albertslund and Denmark in meeting the economy and job 
market of the future. Moreover, the report describes and 
analyses the effects of DOLL’s rapidly attained position as an 
internationally recognized destination for decision makers 
of all stripes. 

MORE THAN A
LIVING LAB
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2015 EVALUATION OF DOLL 
 – MAIN CONLUSION  
(TRANSLATED FROM DANISH BY QUERCUS GROUP):

• DOLL gets the highest marks for results and effect 
delivered so far (September 2015).

• Europe’s largest showroom and test center for 
intelligent lighting has been created by DOLL. 

• The three DOLL labs constitute a unique combina-
tion of science, product development and real life 
tests.

• Placing the Living Lab in Hersted industrial park 
has contributed significant activity to the 240 busi-
nesses of the Capital Region of Denmark within 
lighting solutions and easy access to unique test-
ing- and production facilities.

• Danish businesses active within lighting have 
consequently been given a singular opportunity 
to increase their competitiveness on the global 
market, through drawing on rest results and the 
knowledge in DOLL in their product- and systems 
development.

• New jobs have been created and more are coming  
• 8 out of 9 of the stated key goals have been met, 

and in many instances surpassed. The single 
unattained goal relates the the Virtual Lab, which 
opened on the 26th of august 2015. The goal is 
realistic within 5 years.

• 4 out of 5 of the key goals for the Capital Region of 
Denmark have been met. The one unattained goal 
relates to job creation, which will take longer to 
meet than the 2 year establishing period.

• An online randomized survey among representative 
Danish and international users of DOLL shows that 
92 % would use DOLL again in the future. 100 % 
award DOLL either 4 or 5 out of 5 points for value 
creation. 50% award DOLL 5 out of 5.

• DOLL can be credited with having taken the 
developemt of innovative energy efficictn lighting 
to a much higher level, and thus positioned DOLL, 
Greater Copenhagen and Denmark internationally 
as ‘the go to’ test bed for lighting solution and the 
development of the lighting industry of the future.

BACKGROUND

This report was made by Quercus Group in the summer of 2017 
for Albertslund Municipality. The report was commissioned in 
order to describe the effects of the Danish Outdoor Lighting Lab 
(DOLL) on Alberslund Municipality, as well as on the businesses 
that are active in DOLL, on the region and on Denmark. 

The report focuses both on the direct effects of DOLL, as well 
as on how DOLL supports innovation, business development 
and the private sector in Albertslund. The report also deals with 
more intangible and long term effects, such as the branding and 
positioning of DOLL as one of the beneficiaries of the develop-
ment of the intelligent urban solutions of the future. 

The report is based on desk research, an electronic survey 
amongst the businesses in DOLL, and more that 25 qualitiative 
interviews with businesses, employees, visiting delegations and 
external stakeholders in DOLL.

This report is not the first analysis of the work and impact of 
DOLL. In September of 2015 a report was delivered by the 
consultancy @NEWMEDIA2.0 for the Capital Region of Den-
mark. The focus of this report was to evaluate all three labs in 
DOLL, particularly with en eye towards how the project funding 
for DOLL had been translated into action. The focus was thus 
different from what Quercus group was commissioned to look 
into. This fact notwithstanding, it is beneficial to cast a glance at 
the main conclusions that were presented in 2015.

In this report the conclusions from this earlier report will be 
taken as a part of the point of departure in looking at DOLL. 
Though DOLL will also be discerned by a critical eye, the con-
clusions of @NEWMEDIA2.0 will be factored into the way DOLL 
is perceived, in as much as it will be assumed that DOLL occu-
pies a unique role when it comes to internationally branding 
and positioning Denmark as a test market for advanced and 
intelligent lighting- and urbanization solutions. 

1.3
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The idea for DOLL originated in the innovation 
network ‘Dansk Lys’ (Danish Lighting, red), from 
which the first creative initiatives were made. 
With support from the Danish Energy Agency’s 
Green Lab, DOLL was created as a consortium 
consisting of DTU Photonics (Danish Techni-
cal University, being the lead partner in the 
consortium), Gate21 (a public-private part-
nership, managing the DOLL consortium) and 
the Municipality of Albertslund (partner in the 
consortium). Aalborg University is an associated 

partner as well. In addition, DOLL has a number 
of co-founding partners, and private compani-
es, municipalities, utility companies, research 
institutions and institutional organisations 
participate in the initiative. DOLL has an advi-
sory board consisting of the consortium- and 
co-founding partners and is financed by the 
consortium, the participating member organi-
sations with support from the Capital Region 
and Zealand Region.  

THE ORIGIN OF DOLL



Making the businesses thrive is a crucial part of DOLL’s 
raison d’être. Consequently, the effects that DOLL has are 
not least to be found among the businesses who are active 
in DOLL. This is in no small part where the innovation, part-
nership creation and growth becomes tangible. 

In order to gain a deeper understanding of how DOLL exact-
ly supports the active businesses and for the purpose of this 
report, an electronic survey has been distributed amongst 
the businesses, answered by 11 businesses. Qualitative in-
terviews with a range of both small and large businesses in 
DOLL. This section treats and presents the knowledge that 
has been gathered through this process.

 

THE BIG PICTURE

There are some overarching findings when it comes to the 
value created for the businesses. There is wide agreement 
on DOLL having contributed uniquely to the Danish private 
sector landscape, and that Hersted Industrial Park creates 
a great physical framework for testing and demonstrating 
solutions and products. Moreover, there are positive words 
from many sides regarding the partnerships that DOLL 
facilitates.

The primary criticism of DOLL comes from smaller busines-
ses, that don’t feel that DOLL is optimally geared towards 
supporting businesses such as themselves, but rather is 
much better suited for businesses with the kind of scale that 
small businesses can’t deliver.

The businesses that have a more sales oriented focus rather 
than primarily an R&D focus say that the opportunity to de-

velop and test solutions in DOLL that can subsequently be 
expanded and sold to other Danish municipalities is huge 
part of the reason for being in DOLL. 

PARTNERSHIPS 

The partnerships and collaborations that arise in DOLL are 
mentioned again and again as an enormously positive effect 
of participating in DOLL. 88% of the businesses say that 
DOLL is facilitating new partnerships for them. The primary 
effects of these partnerships are increased innovation and 
better product development. DELEGATIONS

DOLL receives a large number of visitors from both Den-
mark and abroad. The majority of the visitors to DOLL are 
interested in meeting some of the businesses in DOLL. The 
survey shows that the businesses in DOLL ascribe roughly 
the same value to Danish and international visits. However, 
the survey also shows that while all the businesses in DOLL 
would like to present for Danish visitors, the image is not as 
clear cut when it comes to the international delegations. On 
this count, 55% of DOLL’s businesses say that they are not 
interested in giving a presentation. This further strengthens 
the finding that the businesses see Danish municipalities as 
a good opportunity to gain customers, and that the visits by 
Danish municipalities are a strong reason for the businesses 
to locate in DOLL.

INNOVATION AND SALES

The businesses generally think that DOLL gives good sup-
port to their innovation capabilities. The same goes for the 
business development activities of the businesses. When it 
comes to sales activities, they aren’t seen to be supported 
to the same degree, underscoring DOLL’s strengths within 
development & partnership formation.

 

VALUE CREATION FOR 
BUSINESS

2.1
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How much does DOLL support your 
business development acitivies?
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businesses to visiting Danish delegations
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international delegations add 

value to your company?

”DOLL PROVIDES REALLY GOOD 
SUPPORT TO OUR INNOVATION 
CAPABILITIES. DOLL IS A PALCE 
WHERE WE CAN TEST AND FAIL 
WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES” 

- TDC
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BUSINESS CLIMATE

The businesses clearly see DOLL as a positive contribution 
to both the local and national business environment. 66% 
say that they wouldn’t be in Albertslund if it wasn’t for DOLL, 
and 12% wouldn’t be in Denmark at all. 
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To what degree does DOLL 
positively impact the business 
environment in Albertslund?
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recommend DOLL in your network?

To what degree does DOLL positively impact 
the business environment in Denmark overall?
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The Municipality of Albertslund’s current work is guided by 
its first ever Business Strategy 2013-2017, which deploys 
three strategic themes for economic and social development 
in Albertslund: green growth, a qualified workforce and growth 
through welfare. In addition, the Business Strategy focuses 
on four cross-sectorial themes: Business service, innovation, 
partnerships & internationalisation and branding. Its support 
for DOLL stems from a desire to create local jobs, support 
sustainable businesses and branding of the city and muni-
cipality as a frontrunner in the transition towards a green 
economy, in alignment with the priorities of the Business 
Strategy. 

As a consortium partner, the Municipality of Albertslund 
played a crucial part in establishing DOLL. Hence, the report 
has investigated how DOLL has since supported the Busi-
ness Strategy and its strategic targets:

• Green growth
• Qualified labour
• Growth through welfare

DOLL has in particular supported the theme green growth 
while also helping to cement the Municipality of Alberts-
lund as green frontrunner both in the Greater Copenhagen 
Region, Denmark and internationally.

The amount of visitors, both Danish and international, to 
DOLL Living Lab and the resulting press coverage (see 
sections 2.3 and 2.4) is evidence of how international city 
officials look to Albertslund and DOLL for inspiration. The 
number of companies that have placed their activities in 
DOLL shows its capacity for attracting investments and 
creating jobs.

DOLL’s main focus on lighting solutions, including energy 
efficient LED technology, contributes significantly to the 
Municipality’s positioning as a green frontrunner. However, 
the broad Smart City perspective applied at DOLL, inclu-
ding sensors, management systems, data management, 
mobility and more makes Albertslund a respected player on 
the international Smart City stage. In short, DOLL is where 
solutions are being developed to challenges faced by cities 
worldwide. 

THE 4 CROSS-SECTORIAL THEMES

The investigation has found that DOLL supports all four 
cross-sectorial themes. These are:

• Business service
• Innovation
• Partnerships & internationalisation 
• Branding

BUSINESS SERVICE

DOLL exists for the companies, and major firms such as 
Cisco, Philips, TDC and Dong Energy and a range of smal-
ler companies have decided to partake in the living lab 
in Hersted Industrial Park since its launch. The companies 
highlight DOLL’s employees and their welcoming attitudes, a 
hands-on approach and not least a short processing time for 
applying and testing their solutions as the main reasons for 
being active in DOLL. Not waiting for months for a permit to 
deploy e.g. a new sensor is one the living lab’s core assets, 
according to the companies.

Member companies in DOLL express that they would like to 
see more resources allocated to the DOLL employees and 
their activities. Especially the smaller companies could use 
more of a supporting hand in establishing new partnerships 
and initiating new projects, among other things. The appe-
tite for more DOLL is not aimed at a geographical expan-
sion of its activities, but rather expanding the portfolio of 
services offered, such as incubation and other start-up-re-
lated activities, more matchmaking between small and 
large companies, an educational programme for training 
cities worldwide and generally adding more resources for 
servicing an increasing number of companies and visiting 
delegations.

DOLL IN ALBERTSLUND MUNICIPALITY & 
GREATER COPENHAGEN REGION
How DOLL supports the Municipality’s Business Strategy for growth

“WE WANT TO PROMOTE GREEN GROWTH 
AND CREATE GREEN JOBS BY CREATING THE 

RIGHT FRAMEWORK FOR PARTNERSHIPS 
AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT FOR GREEN 
TECHNOLOGY WITHIN THE MUNICIPALIY’S 

BUSINESS AREAS.”
- Municipality of Albertslund’s Business Strategy 2013-2017
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While the larger companies applaud the quality of the part-
nerships they form through DOLL, smaller ones often look 
for more proactive guiding for forming new partnerships.

Generally, the companies report that DOLL has been a 
significant contribution to this theme in the Municipality’s 
Business Strategy.

”SMALL AND LARGE COMPANIES 
NEED EACH OTHER AND A PLACE TO 
MEET. EVEN MORE COULD BE DONE 
TO FACILITATE THIS MEETING, BUT 
THAT WOULD OF COURSE REQUIRE 
MORE RESOURCES” 
Marianna Lubanski, Copenhagen Capacity

In terms of internationalisation, DOLL has received over-
whelming attention from international news media, which 
will be elaborated upon in sections 2.4 and 2.5. The interest 
demonstrates how DOLL is not just an asset for Albertslund 
but for Greater Copenhagen and Denmark as well. Being one 
of the first and only platforms for co-creating and showca-
sing innovative solutions for intelligent lighting and Smart 
City development, DOLL is potentially a key player in inspi-
ring cities worldwide in their efforts to join the transition 
towards a clean and resilient world economy.

“DOLL SUPPORTS BROADLY AND 
VERY PROFESSIONALLY DENMARK’S 
COLLECTIVE EFFORTS TO CREATE 
SMART CITIES AND THE TRADITION 
FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS, 
CLUSTERS AND THE HOLISTIC 
APPROACH ACROSS SECTORS. 
IN INVEST IN DENMARK WE’RE 
ALWAYS CONFIDENT IN INCLUDING 
DOLL WHEN HOSTING FOREIGN 
DELEGATIONS.””
Lasse Grøn Christensen,
Invest in Denmark

In this capacity as global inspiration for other cities, DOLL 
has attracted a number of international businesses to Al-
bertslund, specialising in Smart City technology. This means 
increased collaboration between Danish and the internatio-
nal actors, and DOLL employees frequently find themselves 
speaking at international events and hosting delegations 
from abroad.

“DOLL AND GATE21 ARE 
VERY GOOD AT INVITING IN 
STAKEHOLDERS. THIS MEANS WE 
MEET POTENTIAL PARTNERS WE 
OTHERWISE WOULD NOT HAVE MET 
AND WE GET SOMEONE TO PLAY 
WITH. HAVING SO MANY PEOPLE 
ENGAGED IN THE SAME CAUSE IN 
THE SAME PLACE IS UNIQUE.”
Søren Nørgaard Madsen 
IoT & Smart City Strategist, TDC

INNOVATION

“WE WANT TO PROMOTE PUBLIC-
PRIVATE INNOVATION AND 
COLLABORATION BY ESTABLISHING 
2-3 CLUSTER FOR CLEAN 
TECHNOLOGY WITH A PARTICULAR 
FOCUS ON PHOTONICS”.
Municipality of Albertslund’s 
Business Strategy 2013-2017

DOLL supports innovation by allowing its participating 
companies to implement and test new Smart City solutions 
in a safe and confined space with the aim to identify areas 
for improvement at an early stage. This ‘free space’ for 
experimentation is highlighted as a major asset for the 
companies, who see DOLL as a place for innovation and a 
showroom for promoting their technology to city officials 
and other clients. Bringing together companies like this has, 
in effect, created an innovative cluster focused on photonics 
and Smart City solutions.

”DOLL HAS GREAT SIGNIFICANCE ON 
OUR WORK. ON THE ONE HAND, IT 
IS A LAB FOR TESTING, LEARNING 
AND ADJUSTING, WHILE ON THE 
OTHER IT IS A SHOWROOM. THE 
ELEMENT OF ‘APPLIED’ THAT DOLL 
OFFERS IS UNIQUE AND SO IS THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO ‘PLAY WITH 
OTHER’ IN THE PROCESS”
Søren Nørgaard Madsen 
IoT & Smart City Strategist, TDC

Quantifying the innovation impact at DOLL is difficult, since 
member companies and organisations do not track tangible 
results at DOLL specifically, e.g. in the form of patents. Still, 
100% of the interviewed companies regard themselves in-
novation-driven companies, which goes to show the impact 
DOLL has on attracting the coveted innovation companies 
to the municipality.

”ONE OF DOLL’S MANY UNIQUE 
FEATURES IS THE PHYSICAL, REAL-LIFE 
SIZE OF THE LIVING LAB INDUSTRIAL 
SITE, WHICH ENABLES THE COMPANIES 
TO DEVELOP THEIR PRODUCTS AT 
FULL SCALE. IN ADDITION IT IS UNIQUE 
THAT COMPETING COMPANIES CAN 
DO THIS SIDE BY SIDE AND TOGETHER, 
TROUGH PARTNERSHIPS.”
Lasse Grøn Christensen,
Invest in Denmark

An element of criticism concerns the lack of a more 
pronounced research focus at DOLL, which could further 
strengthen innovation in Hersted Industrial Park and DOLL. 
However, a majority of the companies and other stakehol-
ders believe that DOLL’s strength lies with its focus on being 
a ‘showroom’ as well as the operational approach to apply-
ing and testing new solutions. Some have highlighted that 
a more research-driven DOLL might negatively affect the 
openness and element of sharing between its stakeholders.

COLLABORATION & INTERNATIONALISATION

“GLOBALISATION AND 
INTERNATIONALISATION IS A 
CENTRAL ISSUE FOR BUSINESSES 
(…) AS A MUNICIPALITY WE MUST 
WORK TO SUPPORT BUSINESSES’ 
INTERNATIONALISATION TO THE BEST 
OF OUR ABILITY (…) OUR TARGET 
IS TO SPUR DEVELOPMENT AND 
KNOWLEDGE SHARING THROUGH 
STRATEGIC CITY-TO-CITY ALLIANCES 
AND INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS”
Municipality of Albertslund’s 
Business Strategy 2013-2017

88% of the surveyed companies report that they are enga-
ging in new partnerships because of their engagement in 
DOLL. From a business perspective, DOLL contributes to 
partnerships and internationalisation in two ways. First by 
facilitating collaboration and partnerships for the firms that 
are active in DOLL, and, second, by facilitating access to 
international public and private actors visiting DOLL.
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”DOLL IS AN 
IMPORTANT ELEMENT 
IN THE PROMOTION 
OF DENMARK AS 
AN ATTRACTIVE 
TECHNOLOGICAL 
‘TESTBED’ 
FOR FOREIGN 
COMPANIES.””
Lasse Grøn Christensen, Team Leader ICT, Invest in Denmark

 

CASE: SMART CITY 
WORLD LABS 
SINGAPORE-COPENHAGEN 
 
Through Gate21, DOLL has become 
a central actor in a new strategic 
platform for collaboration between 
Danish and Singaporean living 
labs, called Smart City World Labs. 
The aim of the collaboration is 
to facilitate increased exports of 
Smart City solutions, focusing on 
startups and SMEs, and attracting 
Singaporean firms to Denmark. 
Singaporean interest in the project 
is huge, and the first Danish 
companies are already setting 
up and testing their solutions in 
Singapore. The initiative is in the 
pilot phase and being funded by 
the Danish Industry Foundation. It 
is a collaboration between Gate21, 
Danish Technical University (DTU), 
Quercus Group, BloxHub, The City 
of Copenhagen and the Danish 
Embassy in Singapore.

”THE COMPETITION FOR 
ATTRACTING INVESTMENT IS 

FIERCE. WITHOUT A WORLD-
CLASS, UNIQUE ATTRACTION, 

IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT. DOLL 
IS UNIQUET”

Marianna Lubanski,  
Copenhagen Capacity

BUSINESS SERVICE

• A high standard of service in DOLL, which 
supports the companies’ growth and efforts 
to seamlessly test new solutions

INNOVATION

• Supporting the innovation capacity of busi-
nesses in Albertslund

• Promoting cross-sectorial development pro-
jects for innovation in Albertslund, involving 
local companies

PARTNERSHIPS & INTERNATIONALISATION

• Creating at least 100 new jobs through 
exports

• Supporting internationalisation and attra-
cting and applying international skill-sets 
for the benefits of the Albertslund business 
environment

• Creating development and knowledge sharing 
through strategic city-to-city alliances and 
international networks and through strategic 
collaborations with regional and international 
business promotion organisations

BRANDING

• Creating at least 200 new jobs through in-
creased branding and positioning of Alberts-
lund as a municipality for business

• Achieving at least 50 pieces of business me-
dia coverage in national media outlets a year, 
beginning 2013

• Generating interest in- and knowledge of 
business activities in Albertslund and oppor-
tunities for direct marketing to relevant net-
works, social media, conferences and through 
advisory and consultations. Hosting at least 
10 business-related network- dialogue- and 
information meetings and conferences a year, 
beginning 2014

• That all communication highlight Alberts-
lund’s green profile as the unique attraction

• Creating at least 1000 new jobs in clean techno-
logy by 2017

• Promoting public-private innovation and collabo-
ration by establishing 2-3 clusters for cleantech, 
with a special focus on photonics

• Promoting development- and entrepreneurship 
ecosystems within cleantech and the environment

DOLL SUPPORTS THE STRATEGIC THEME 
 ‘GREEN GROWTH’

DOLL SUPPORTS 4 OUT OF 4 CROSS-SECTORIAL THEMES 
IN THE BUSINESS STRATEGY:

DOLL’s support of the Municipality of Albertslund’s Business Strategy 2013-2017

Within this, DOLL supports the specific targets of:

“THE LOCATION OF A COMPANY MUST BE 
ATTRACTIVE AND ASSOCIATED WITH POSITIVE 
CONNOTATIONS. BUSINESSES WILL THEREFORE 
WANT ESTABLISH THEIR PRESENCE IN A PLACE 
THAT ENJOYS A GREAT REPUTATION.”
Municipality of Albertslund’s Business Strategy 2013-2017

BRANDING 
DOLL may to large extent be accredited for positioning Albertslund as 
a green frontrunner in Denmark and internationally, that inspires other 
municipalities and cities. The brand-building effect of DOLL has had an 
equally important impact on the Greater Copenhagen area and Denmark 
in general, representing media value worth billions.

The member companies experience a similar and important effect on their 
brands and professional relationships as a consequence of their presence 
at DOLL. Being able to invite clients, such as municipalities, to see their 
products and solutions in a real-life, 1:1 scale is a powerful element in the 
sales process.
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DOLL AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL

While geographically located in Albertslund, DOLL is equally 
a significant factor in generating interest for all of Greater 
Copenhagen. The massive national and international 
interest in DOLL has a positive spill-over effect on the 
already strong green brand of Greater Copenhagen. This 
effect is manifested through increased exposure for 
the region’s many actors, such as other municipalities, 
businesses and universities.

NEXT IN ALBERTSLUND

Albertslund Municipality has made a partnership with NEXT, 
Denmark’s largest supplier of youth education services. 
They will build a brand new Gymnasium (high school) in 
Albertslund which will physically share a building with 
Gate21. This new Vestskoven Gymnasium will thus be able 
to benefit from connecting its educational activities to the 
activities in DOLL. More about this in Section 3.4.

”INVEST IN DENMARK OFTEN 
HIGHLIGHTS HOW DENMARK 
IS A UNIQUE MARKET FOR 
TESTING NEW SOLUTIONS. IN 
THAT CONTEXT, DOLL IS AN 
INVALUABLE CONTRIBUTION 
TO THE LARGER NARRATIVE 
OF DENMARK AS  
WORLD-CLASS PLACE FOR 
TEST-BEDDING”
Lasse Grøn Christensen, Invest in Denmark

Loop city is a unique project that increases colla-
boration around sustainable city development and 
business climate between the cities and suburbs 
encircling the city of Copenhagen. All in all, the 
project involves 10 municipalities, the Capital region 
of Denmark and the national Government. Loop City 
includes collaboration on the infrastructure project, 
and connected economic corridor, that establishes a 
new light railroad around Ring 3. DOLL can poten-
tially play an even bigger role at a regional level on 
this basis. Ring 3 will make DOLL’s location at Her- 

sted Industrial Park more accessible and thus more 
attractive for companies. The Loop City collaboration 
between municipalities, of which Albertslund is 
part, will thus enhance further DOLL’s status as a 
go-to place for inspiration on Smart City develop-
ment and 1:1 testing – in this context possibly for 
the very development of the Ring 3 light railroad. In 
short, the Loop City collaboration will likely boost 
mobility and economic activity surrounding DOLL 
and Albertslund. 

LOOP CITY



"DOLL IS A 
FRONTRUNNER FOR 
LIVING LABS, WITHOUT 
DOLL DENMARK 
WOULD BE MISSING AN 
IMPORTANT PLAYER
- State of Green

In other words, DOLL is a key player at the national level in Denmark, 
yet it is also a part of a bigger story, much the same way the Kalundborg 
Symbiosis is within the field of circular economy and GreenTech Center in 
Vejle is for intelligent energy.

It remains clear, that DOLL is seen as a prime example of Danish expertise 
within the green economy, both nationally and internationally, providing 
substantial support for organisations such as State of Green and their 
work to brand Denmark as a green and innovative country. 

As discussed in previous sections, DOLL also helps positioning the city and 
municipality of Albertslund as a hub for green solutions, living lab innova-
tion and Smart City development in Denmark. Arup, a global consultancy, 
published in 2016 a report called ‘Growing Smart Cities in Denmark’, which 
included Albertslund as a ‘pioneering city’, together with Vejle (‘smaller 
city’), Aarhus (‘fast-growing, mid-sized city’) and Copenhagen (‘global city’). 
DOLL constitutes a prominent case in the reportiv.  

DOLL AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL 
2.3

DOLL is a strong brand in Denmark. Public 
authorities, private companies researchers and 
educators nationwide with a focus on green 
growth and Smart City development will know 
DOLL Living Lab in Albertslund. As one of the 
country’s foremost examples of the living lab 
concept, where new solutions and technologi-
es are developed and showcased side by side, 
DOLL draws a lot of attention across Denmark, 
especially among public officials in search 
of new solutions for city development within 
lighting, transportation, waste and much more.

Official visitor information from DOLL con-
firms that a majority of Danish municipalities, 
or precisely 58%, have taken a ‘study tour’ to 
visit DOLL. This again underpins its impor-
tance, at a national level, as a frontrunner 
and example others look to for inspiration on 
living lab development.

For example, the Municipality of Fredericia has used DOLL for inspiration 
on its own comprehensive plans for replacing the lighting system in the 
entire municipality. When finished, this project will save Fredericia around 
2.5 million Danish kroner (almost 400,000 USD) annually and improve 
the quality and coverage of lighting across the municipality. The initial 
phases of the project, running through 2020, included visiting DOLL in the 
beginning of 2017 to learn about the opportunities for implementing new 
technologies and their respective management systemsiii. 

An interview with State of Green (SOG), Denmark’s green industry organi-
zation, has confirmed the perception of DOLL as a frontrunner for living 
lab development. However, DOLL is not enough to carry the green Danish 
brand alone. State of Green’s visitors service, which services international 
delegations to Denmark, receives very few direct requests to visit DOLL 
from international stakeholders. In return, State of Green sees a lot of 
national and international demand for learning about working with a li-
ving lab, which means including DOLL in their visitor’s programmes. SOG’s 
evaluations of international visits consistently confirm DOLL as being a 
very positive experience for the delegations.

- State of Green

58%
of Danish municipalities have visited 

DOLL in Albertslund

”DOLL IS A REALLY GOOD CASE FOR 
US AND SHOWS THAT DENMARK IS A 
LEADING NATION FOR IMPLEMENTING 
GREEN SOLUTIONS”

SMART CITY 
TECHNOLOGY
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Not only is DOLL a significant player at a national level, it 
attracts a lot of attention on the global stage as well. Global 
interest in Danish knowhow on green development and 
sustainable urbanisation is great, and DOLL’s importance 
is reflected in the many international delegations visiting 
not just Denmark, but specifically Hersted Industrial Park in 
Albertslund. A sample of these delegations have been in-
terviewed with the aim to understand their motivations for 
visiting DOLL and what experiences and professional results 
they have gotten.

This part thus focuses on DOLL’s international appeal, as the 
national pull on Danish municipalities has been covered in 
the previous. Since its establishment, DOLL has attracted 
hundreds of international delegations, consisting of almost 
a thousand visitors. The graphic below provides an overview 
of international visits to DOLL and how they are represented 

by public, private and academic actors.

The graph shows how the main interest comes from Europe 
and North America, which, with a combined totalt of 670 
delegations, make up some two-thirds of all visits. Asia 
comes next, with 180 delegations visiting DOLL. In general, 
the delegations are mostly made up by public officials, de-
cision-makers from city governments or municipalities, with 
businesses in second place and academic visitors in third.

This data underlines the amount of international demand 
for Danish knowhow on living labs and for this type of de-
velopment of Smart City technology. Officials from countries 
such as the US, Australia, China and Israel have drawn inspi-
ration from DOLL, and the collected data shows how both 
the technology on display at DOLL, and DOLL as a living lab 
concept itself, were the elements of interest.

Responses among the surveyed delegations show, that DOLL 
has often been the primary motivation for visiting Denmark 
in the first place and learn about living labs. Other delegati-
ons were already aware of Denmark’s green brand and had 
a visit to DOLL planned as part of a broader programme. 
However, these delegations have often returned on a second 
visit, with DOLL being the specific purpose of their trip. An 
Australian delegation returned to both Copenhagen and 
Malmö, Sweden, to do a case study on Scandinavian living 
labs for which DOLL played a key part in planning the visit.

The positive affirmation from the delegations is evidence 
of DOLL’s reach and brand-building effect internationally. 
Most delegations surveyed regarded DOLL as something 

very unique, while some were familiar with similar concepts. 
For example, Montreal’s Smart City Bureau was highlighted, 
even if it does not match the effective organisation and 
focus on sharing innovation with public authorities of DOLL.

Media visits 
In addition to the many public, private and academic de-
legations coming to Albertslund, media visits are another 
significant international stakeholder. These delegations 
generate a very tangible value for DOLL through the press 
coverage that follows a visit. Media visits consist of jour-
nalists from small and large news outlets from across the 
world, which visit Denmark to cover sectors like intelligent 
lighting and other Smart City technologies, thus providing 

INTERNATIONAL DELEGATIONS
2.4”OUR VISIT TO DOLL HELPED 

THE CITY DELEGATES DECIDE 
ON THE IMPORTANCE OF 
ESTABLISHING A LIVING LAB 
OF OUR OWN”
Iron Shabtai, VP Urban Strategy Lead at Amanet Group

Information provided by DOLL Visitor Centre

Region Total number 
of visitors Nr. of municipalities participants from the 

municipalities Nr. of companies Participants from 
the companies Nr. of universities Participants from 

the universities

Europe 500 35 310 20 140 2 50

Northern America 170 5 90 3 55 1 25

Southern America 30 1 15 1 13 1 2

Australia 80 3 35 0 0 2 45

Asia 180 10 140 2 35 1 5

Africa 25 5 20 4 5 0 0

985DOLL has since its beginning received

• 610 visitors from municipalities

• 248 visitors from businesses

• 127 visitors from universities

visitors in total
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DOLL with positive branding worldwide. For example, the 
New York Times has published reporting on DOLL, and the 
leading business paper in Quebéc, Canada, Les Affaires, had 
a reporter participate in a larger delegation made up by 
politicians and businesses. The result of the latter visit was 
a series of articles on the development of intelligent cities 
that included a piece on DOLL and Albertslund specifically 
(in French). 

Positive coverage, in any written or oral form, is generally 
the most direct outcome of a delegation visiting DOLL. In 
addition to press coverage, universities frequently conduct 
case studies that are subsequently used in teaching. The 
following section discusses the value and economic effect 
that press coverage has on DOLL and Albertslund.

Brad Davies, Managing Director,  
Vector Consulting, Australia

“WE’VE HAD LOTS OF POSITIVE 
AFFIRMATION HERE IN AUSTRALIA, & THE 
DOLL CASE STUDY IS WELL KNOWN”

MEASURING THE ECONOMIC EFFECT 
OF DELEGATIONS
DOLL is expected to generate long-term economic benefits 
for Albertslund and Denmark in the form of job creation, 
increased sales of Smart City solutions and stronger exports, 
all as a result of the positive international exposure enjoyed 
by DOLL’s member companies.

Furthermore, there is a short-term effect caused by the de-
legations known as the ‘tourism effect’. In the following, the 
tourism effect is calculated based on the 985 international 
visitors to DOLL as of March 2017.

METHOD

The method is based on the Danish national tourism board’s 
(VisitDenmark) analysis of tourism from 2014, which estima-
tes the daily consumption per visitor. The calculation thus 
uses VisitDenmark’s average numbers for the daily consump-
tion for business travellers and for tourists (vacationers), 
which are DKK 2,150 (USD $336) and DKK 1,800 (USD $281) 
respectively.

Figure 1: Average daily consumption of travellers 

Daily consumption In total

Average daily consumption - business DKK 2,150

Average daily consumption - tourism DKK 1,800

These average figures for consumption are based on ap-
proximately 12,000 interviews with tourists (of these some 
9,000 international visitors) at hotels, camp sites, hostels, 
beach houses and more. There is a requirement of minimum 
20 interviews before an average daily consumption is re-
garded as valid. Some business travellers do not fully know 
their consumption figures, since expenses are paid for by 
their employer. This concerns e.g. visitors to conferences and 
fairs and exhibitions and the like. Based on a previous study 
among these MICE-visitors (Meetings, Incentives, Conferen-
ces & Events/Exhibitions) this underestimate of the tourism 
analysis’ average daily consumption is adjusted using a 
MICE factor. This factor differs depending on the segment in 
question.

“DOLL IS A UNIQUE 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 
THE MANUFACTURERS 
TO SHOWCASE & 
INTRODUCE THEIR 
LATEST INNOVATIONS 
TO THE PUBLIC IN A 
VERY SMART WAY”
Darija Djordjic, Sales Manager Europe, Hess, Germany
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MEDIA COVERAGE & 
BRANDING
DOLL has managed to firmly put Albertslund, Greater Copen-
hagen and Denmark on the global map, which is evident in 
the massive press coverage generated. Media coverage, in 
the shape of news articles, printed media, TV and other me-
dia, is a highly tangible expression of the impact DOLL has 
had on its industry and local environment. This section thus 
discusses both Danish and international media coverage of 
DOLL Living Lab and the importance of press coverage and 
branding for DOLL and Albertslund.

More than 80 different news organisations have one way or 
the other covered DOLL, which has achieved coverage, print 
and online, in media such as Forbes, Huffington Post, Gizmo-
do, New York Times, Le Monde, Financial Times, Reuters and 
the BBC. DOLL has received coverage in radio and TV across 
the world as well. CCTV in China, NDR in Germany, Livesta-
tion London and En Verde from Spain have all broadcasted 
about the intelligent street lamp from Albertslund. The 
graphic below illustrates DOLL’s global reach.

Coverage in Denmark has been equally extensive, provided 
by major papers such as Politiken, Berlingske Business and 
Information, and professional industry outlets such as Inge-
niøren (the Engineer) and Dansk Energi (Danish Energy), to 
name but a handful.

While the delegations visiting DOLL are often focused on 
the living lab as a concept as much as on the Smart City 
technology within, press coverage tends to focus on the 
technological development. Many news articles do highlight 
the unique in showcasing solutions side by side, but a lot of 
coverage centres on a specific technology of interest to the 
media covering DOLL.

2.5
Additionally, the calculation is based on the assumption that 
a delegation spends on average 2.5 days in Denmark. This 
assumption is made based on previous research conducted 
by Quercus Group and Oxford Research on international 
visits to Greater Copenhagen and information from Visit-
Denmark’s analysis of tourism from 2016. The average of 2.5 
days is a conservative estimate.

MEASURING THE ECONOMIC EFFECT OF 
DELEGATIONS

• Total consumption for business travellers: The total 
consumption for business travellers is calculated using 
985 visitors * DKK 2,150 = DKK 2,117,750 * 2.5 days = 
DKK 5,294,375 (USD $827,450)

• Total job creation as a result of delegations: The total 
direct and indirect creation of jobs is calculated based 
on the assumed creation of 2.53 jobs for every DKK 1 
million in turnover generated within the hotel and re-
staurant industryv.   The consumption of DKK 5,294,375 
/ 1,000,000 * 2.53 = 13.4 jobs

Research from 2017 by Quercus Group and Oxford Research 
has furthermore shown, that approximately half of all 
delegation visitors (55.6%) spend extra time in Denmark in 
addition to the arranged programme. Among these, almost 
half (40%) spend about 2-3 days extra. This information gi-
ves an idea about the extra economic effect through tourism 
spending, that is not accounted for in the above calculations.

ECONOMIC VALUES

Even by conservative estimates, DOLL clearly has a positive 
impact on the economic value creation in Albertslund and 
Greater Copenhagen as a result of its international appeal. 
Whether the delegations surveyed in this report spend their 
nights in Albertslund, Copenhagen or elsewhere is unknown, 
but the economic effect hereof is tangible nonetheless.

To ensure the quality of methods and applied and validity 
of results, a sample of delegations were asked about their 
motivations for visiting DOLL and how much time they 
spent in Denmark. The results showed that the delegations 
on average stayed 3.5 days in the country, compared to 
the above assumption of 2.5 days. This confirms that the 
calculations of this section are somewhat conservative and 
that the economic effects are potentially greater still.

Furthermore, around 80% of the same sample of delegati-
ons confirmed that DOLL was the main reason they visited 
Denmark, which supports the notion of DOLL having a very 
direct impact on economic value generation.

5.2
Total consumption for business travellers:

MIO.
DKK

(Graphic from June 2016 is provided by Gate21)
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• Artikel i The Economist’s blog GE Look Ahead: ‘The 
Humble Lamppost Goes Digital’
http://gelookahead.economist.com/smart-city-light-
ing/
 
Advertisement rate (CPM rate): USD $41 (DKK 271.7)vi   
Unique weekly visitors (online): 10,510,000vii

 
Value of coverage (online): (10,510,000/1000)*41 = 
USD $430,910 (DKK 2,85 million)

• Artikel i Gizmodo: ‘A Small Danish Suburb Is A Lab For 
The World’s Smartest Streetlights’
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2014/08/a-small-
danish-suburb-is-a-lab-for-the-worlds-smartest-
streetlights/ 

Advertisement rate (CPM rate):  USD $3.95 (DKK 
25.22)viii (the rate was found using the average of all 
stated rates online, from cheapest option to the most 
expensive)
Unique weekly visitors: 191.000ix 

Value of coverage (online): (191,000/1000)*3.95 =  
USD $754.45 (DKK 4,817)

CALCULATING 
THE ECONOMIC 
VALUE 
OF MEDIA 
COVERAGE
The economic value of media coverage is discus-
sed in the following. Estimating the cost of media 
coverage in economic terms provides an extra 
dimension for understanding the real value of 
getting good press, but it does not represent the 
added benefits of goodwill and word-of-mouth 
effects that may follow. Specifically, ‘economic 
value’ in this analysis means what it would have 
cost DOLL and Albertslund Municipality if it bought 
an equal amount of exposure in the same media 
outlets through advertising. While this analysis 
does not represent the full value of good media 
coverage, it enhances the depth of understanding 
when talking about value from press coverage.

METHOD
Calculating the value of media coverage is based on 
a principle from Infomedia. The value of advertising 
for web is identified using the unique weekly visitors 
of a given media and the media’s CPM rates (price 
per thousand visitors). It should be noted, that the 
positive effects of editorial coverage are generally 
seen as greater than those of advertising, as edito-
rial coverage is regarded as more trustworthy. Using 
advertisement rates is the closest possible way to 
a quantification of media value, and this approach 
should provide an idea of the estimated cost of buy-
ing an equal amount of coverage through advertising. 
Below are two examples of calculating the economic 
value of media coverage.

”…IT IS A KIND OF 
WORLD’S FAIR MEETS 

HIGH TECH SHOWROOM”
New York Times

Gizmodo

“YOU MIGHT SAY THE DANISH 
OUTDOOR LIGHTING LAB 
(DOLL) COMES OUT OF 
THE SAME TRADITION OF 
RESOURCEFULNESS.”

In December 2014, the New York Times zoomed in on an 
innovative modification of Copenhagen’s bicycle paths, 
which used LED-lighting integrated into the paths to 
effectively guide riders through the city. The article, named 
‘Copenhagen Lighting the Way to Greener, More Efficient 
Cities’, thus addressed one of the core challenges in sustai-
nable urban development – transportation and mobility. It 
was also noticed, how DOLL represents a departure from 
the stand-alone technologies of the past, in favour of the 
new and more integrated way of developing various new 
solutions to fundamental challenges across sectors.

Gizmodo, an Australian blog under the Gawker media cor-
poration, has published the story ‘A Small Danish Suburb Is 
A Lab For The World’s Smartest Streetlights’, about how the 
solutions developed at DOLL can support Copenhagen’s 
bid to become carbon-neutral in 2025. The story highlights 
how Albertslund, as a historic place for making street 
lamps, is one ‘massive experiment’ that uses its citizens’ da-
ily mobility patterns to develop cutting-edge new lighting 
solutions. Gizmodo also touches on the living lab-setup 
and the 25 companies that, at the time of publishing, were 
active side by side at DOLL.

430,910
Article in The Economist’s blog GE Look A 
head, Value of coverage:

USD$

754$
Article in Gizmodo, estimated value at.:
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From a qualitative perspective, the comprehensive media coverage tells a lot about DOLL’s brand value, 
how it is being perceived and what impact it has on society. The collected data on media coverage show 
e.g. that DOLL is a breakthrough within Smart City development and the go-to place to seek inspiration for 
living lab development. This key message found in the media coverage is supported by the many Danish 
visitors to DOLL and the comprehensive coverage in the form of case studies and more, by international 
stakeholders.

From a quantitative perspective, the media coverage from across the world has demonstrated DOLL as a 
strong brand that geographically spans far beyond the borders of Albertslund and Greater Copenhagen. By 
receiving a lot of media interest DOLL supports the Municipality of Albertslund’s Business Strategy’s ambi-
tion of being visible in an increasing number of media outlets. The investigation has also found that press 
coverage is closely linked to delegations visiting DOLL. Positive branding is thus closely related to DOLL’s 
efforts to service visiting delegations.

Regardless of economic calculations, it may be argued that the true value in media coverage consists of the 
positive impression it leaves the reader with – and the often-following word-of-mouth effect. Assuming 
that coverage in international newspapers helps create positive awareness of DOLL, it may be argued that 
media coverage has a more or less direct impact on the number of delegations deciding to pay DOLL a 
visit. The two are thus mutually reinforcing one another. 

Even if this value creation is somewhat vague and hard to evaluate the effects of, it remains a key area 
where DOLL impacts its environment.

BRAND VALUE
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Would you recommend DOLL 
to your network?

100% of companies would like to present their 
businesses to visiting Danish delegations.

100%

say that they wouldn’t be in Albertslund 
if it wasn’t for DOLL

66%

of the businesses say that DOLL is 
facilitating new partnerships for them

88%

1 Very little

2 Little

3 Somewhat

4 Considerably

5 Very much

SECTION 2 RECAP
2.6

985DOLL has since its beginning received

• 610 visitors from municipalities

• 248 visitors from businesses

• 127 visitors from universities

visitors in total

5.2
Total consumption for business travellers:

MIO.
DKK

58%
of Danish Municipalities have visited 

DOLL in Albertslund
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To what degree does DOLL 
positively impact your business 

development?

430,910
Article in The Economist’s blog GE Look A 
head, Value of coverage:

USD$
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GLOBAL OUTLOOK

The global market offers plenty of opportunities for Danish 
solutions within photonics and Smart Urban Services. Den-
mark is Europe’s most digitised countryx  and according to 
the report ‘Growing Smart Cities in Denmark’, published by 
Arup, a consultancy, Denmark has a unique opportunity to 
become one of the leading nations within Smart City devel-
opment. For national and local politicians, public officials, 
city planners and other professionals, Smart City innovation 
and technological development represent an opportunity 
to improve urban communities and raise standards of living 
for the citizens. Meanwhile, businesses can tap into a global 
Smart City market, worth a staggering $1.3 trillion, that 
grows by 17% annuallyxi,  according to Arup’s report.

In this context DOLL may play a key role as a driver for 
growth and innovation. Other municipalities can follow 
in the footsteps of DOLL and build innovative platforms 
that support the exports of Danish expertise to the global 
market. DOLL’s success in economic terms not only relies 
on supporting local growth and job creation, but also on its 
capacity to impact the markets in places such as Singapore, 
New York or Hong Kong, through exports of its technologies 
and knowhow.

GLOBAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION

As stated, new developments in innovative urban techno-
logy and new models for city planning, like those developed 
at DOLL, represent a grand potential for energy efficiency 
across industries. To put the figure of a $1.3 trillion Smart 
City market into perspective, this section discusses the 
expected growth in global energy consumption and the 
opportunities for optimisation and efficiency that new urban 
technology can bring. 

Global energy consumption will rise by 48% between 2012 
and 2040, according to projections by the US Energy Infor-
mation Administration’s (EIA) ‘International Energy Outlook’ 
from 20161.  The graphs below both illustrates global grow-
th in energy consumption as well as how this growth occurs 
in OECD and non-OECD countries.

The global market for Smart City solutions

GLOBAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION  
– BY SECTOR
There are a number of industries that stand to benefit a 
lot from innovation within the photonics and Smart City 
sectors. Industry, manufacturing, construction, transportation, 
lighting, health and life sciences are among those enjoying 
improvements in efficiency through technological devel-
opment. For example, LED lighting technology can provide 
large energy savings for the construction and transportation 
industries. Energy for lighting broadly seen, which accounts 
for 19% the world’s electricity use, can be reduced by 70% 
simply by replacing conventional lightbulbs with new and 
more efficient onesxii. 

EIA highlights three key industries of particular importance 
for the global energy consumption: industry, construction 
(both commercial and residential) and transportationxiii. 

• Industry on a broad scale remains the largest source 
of energy consumption globally. The industrial sector 
stand to account for more than half the world’s energy 
consumption, and growth in this sector will mainly take 
place in non-OECD countries, in accordance with the 
overall trend shown in the graphs above. Photonics may 
be a key driver for efficiency in industry through the use 
of laser technology and optical fibre networks.

• The global transportation sector is subject to rapid 
changes and energy consumption is expected to grow 
annually by 1.4% towards 2040. Again, the growth 
will mainly take place in non-OECD nations, which 
will account for half of the total consumption by 2020 
and some 61% in 2040xiv.  The potential for efficiency 
within the transportation sector lies e.g. in implemen-
ting intelligent transportation systems (ITS), which 
use comprehensive data sets for the planning of urban 
infrastructure, parking solutions and city lighting.

• Commercial and residential construction represents an 
equally interesting opportunity for energy efficiency 
measures. Buildings account for around 40% of the EU’s 
total energy consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions. 
In New York City there are almost a million buildings, 
which emit roughly 75% of the city’s total greenhouse 
gasses. Buildings are thus an obvious focal point for 
New York’s climate agenda, which seeks to reduce emis-
sions from buildings by 30% in 2025xv,  with massive 
investments in efficiency being made. As mentioned, 
energy efficient technologies such as LED can play a 
big role, but also management systems and the internet 
of things (IoT) can provide insights as to how we use 
buildings and how our consumption may be optimised.

3.1
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As previously stated, the non-OECD nations will account for 
the majority of global energy consumption within relatively 
few years. This is true as well for the sectors discussed indi-
vidually – construction, transportation and industry. Among 
the non-OECD countries, the Asian economies will be the 
most lucrative export markets, with the two largest nati-
ons in terms of population, China and India, both investing 
heavily in Smart City development to address the challenges 
of population growth and growing urbanisation rates. The 
graph below shows how the projected global energy con-
sumption towards 2040 is spread across the world’s regions.

It is thus clear, how the global market for Smart City solu-
tions represents a massive export opportunity, especially 
within the fast-growing and densely populated Asian econo-
mies. DOLL may well help companies tap into this opportu-
nity, which is evident from the international interest in the 
living lab and its participating companies.

EXPORT MARKETS
As Smart City technologies will play a key role in the discussed sectors and 
many more, export opportunities arise for those working to develop new 
solutions. Governments worldwide are increasingly investing in Smart City 
development to address urgent challenges such as pollution, waste, water 
or mobility. Notable export markets for DOLL’s solutions are addressed in 
the following.

• The European Union has committed to reduce its greenhouse gas 
emissions by at least 20%xvii in 2020, while at the same time increase 
energy efficiency by 20%.  The EU invested in 2013 €200 million over 
two years in Smart City development, financed through, among others, 
the Horizon 2020 programme and administered through various pro-
grammes and grant schemes xviii. 

• India, which will soon be the most populous country on earth, repre-
sents a huge commercial opportunity for Smart City solutions, with 
mobility and sustainable transportation playing a crucial role in India. 
The Government of India has invested around $15 billion in Smart 
City development, through the 100 Smart Cities Mission, and some 
$100 million in digitisationxix and has sought international collabora-
tion for its ambitious projects.

• The nation-state Singapore has decided to become the world’s first 
‘Smart Nation’. Part of this ambition involves a comprehensive data 
collection initiative for better understanding how citizens use the city. 
The vast application of sensors and cameras citywide will e.g. help 
city planners understand traffic and transportation patterns and when 
to collect the garbage. All the information is managed in a single plat-
form, parts of which will be shared with private companies to develop 
joint new solutions to city infrastructurexx.  Singapore and Denmark 
already collaborate on Smart City development, sharing knowledge 
and best practices to promote the flow of goods and services and 
attract investment.

50+%

28%

20%

Potential for efficiency through laser technology and optical fibre 
networks

Potential for efficiency through ITS and data management

Potential for efficiency through LED technlogy and intelligent mana-
gement systems

of the total global energy consumption

28% rise in energy consumption and CO2 
emissions since 2000 (source: https://www.

iea.org/topics/transport/)

of the total global energy consumption

INDUSTRY

TRANSPORTATION

CONSTRUCTION

INFORMATION FROM ’INTERNATIONAL ENERGY OUTLOOK’ 2016 XVI
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The fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4.0, is the fra-
mework around the age that global society is already rapidly 
entering. The fourth industrial revolution is believed to com-
pletely alter the living conditions for cities, states, citizens 
and businesses. While prognosticating about the exact out-
lines and impacts of these changes is impossible, it seems 
certain that taken as a whole they will surpass the changes 
that were induced by previous industrial revolutions. 

PREVIOUS INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONS 

The first industrial revolution was based on steam techno-
logy. Steam engines made transportation significantly che-
aper and more efficient, and ushered in increased mechani-
zation of work. The second industrial revolution was based 
on electricity, and allowed for industrial production on a 
new scale which gave birth to mass production. The third 
industrial revolution was based on information technology 
and has since the end of WWII allowed for the international 
system of trade and production that we today know, as well 
as opened the door for a continuing rise in automation. 
The fourth industrial revolution has been made possible by 
these third-revolution technologies. Through the interplay 
between a range of emerging technologies the fourth in-
dustrial revolution promises to tear down barriers currently 
separating the virtual and physical world.  

The reason that we are entering a separate fourth industrial 
revolution, as opposed to merely living in the third, is accor-
ding to the World Economic Forum to be found in the speed 
of the development of these new technologies and their use, 
as well as the monumental effects that they have. Human-
kind is roughly doubling our computational power every two 
years as predicted by Moore’s law of computational power. 
This exponential growth in our ability to process informati-
on will be intertwined with exponential growth in artificial 
intelligence, nanotechnologies, robotics and biotechno-
logies, which will radically alter the way we intract with 
technology – to the extent that the biological and digital 
world will be interwoven. 

As such, the fourth industrial revolution represents an era 
that goes far beyond the ‘disruption’ of existing sectors that 
we’ve seen countless examples of. Such as digital photo-
graphy technologies that rapidly outcompeted conventional 
cameras, or digitally delivered entertainment that has all 
but killed physical sales of music and films. In business 
schools around the world students are taught how once 
mighty businesses such as Kodak, Nokia, Xerox and Blockbu-
ster got beaten at their own game in record time - outcom-
peted by businesses that bet on the digital opportunities in 
their respective sectors. This form of ‘disruption’ is already 
well under way. We are currently living in a world where a 
range of technologies are changing the modes of production 
and the economic framework conditions. 3D-printing has 
begun disrupting existing value chains. Robotics are in-
creasingly carrying out what used to be human work within 
production and beyond, and artificial intelligence is found in 
autonomous vehicles, drones and many other applications. 

Singapore is among the most densely populated places in the world. Smart City development will, among other, help optimise transportation and 
fight pollution in the nation-state. Pictured: Singapore’s ‘Super Trees’, which collect rainwater, produce solar power and serve as ventilation for nearby 
conservatories (photo by Quercus Group).

THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION

3.2
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Drones and self-driving cars (autonomous vehicles) are among the 
semi-mature technologies in the fourth industrial revolution. There is 
disagreement among experts as to exactly when autonomous vehicles 
become the norm, but a consensus as to the fact it will happen at some 
point. In the US both Google and Uber have launched fleets of autono-
mous vehicles in the million+ cities of Phoenix and Pittsburg respective-
ly, and at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) the self-driving bus 
‘Olli’ is being tested with an eye towards integrating autonomous busses 
at the DTU campusxxi. 

DOLL’s current focus on Smart Urban Services (SUS) includes a range 
of intelligent parking solutions Parking- and traffic solutions will in the 
years ahead be challenged and changed by the introduction of Drones 
and autonomous vehicles, and DOLL has as such already developed a 
good point of departure for meeting these changes. 

DRONE TECHNOLOGY 
AND SELF-DRIVING CARS

The goods and services of the 3D printing industry was 39 billion DKK (6 
billion USD), and is expected to grow with a staggering 20 % per yearxxii.  

Even though 3D printing, alternatively called Additive Manufacturing 
(AM), doesn’t align with DOLL’s current focus areas at first glance, it is ne-
vertheless an emerging industry that will disrupt value chains across the 
world. AM will especially in Europe replace traditional production. DOLL 
should consequently prepare to operate in a Denmark where there will 
be fewer jobs within production and a greater need to attract and retain 
technical competencies and specialized knowledge workers. 

3D-PRINTING

DOLL AS A BRIDGEHEAD TO THE FOURTH 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Even though the fourth industrial revolution is based on 
the interplay between a long range of technologies, as 
opposed to previous industrial revolutions that typically 
had one foundational technology powering transformati-
ons, the take-away message for decision makers remains 
the same: Prepare for the changes ahead or risk falling 
off the train of progress. Countries, municipalities, busi-
nesses and citizen’s need to prepare for and adapt to the 
conditions of the fourth industrial revolution in order to 
thrive in the 21st century.

The fourth industrial thus necessitates a greater willing-
ness amongst organizations to adapt and change – not 
least among municipal governments. Private businesses 
have already in many ways felt how increased demands 
to embrace emerging technologies has become a basic 
condition in today’s market. The public sector, conver-
sely, is to a high degree designed under rules that were 
dominant in the second industrial revolution, when there 
was ample time to judge new technologies and hereafter 
make rules about how to guide the use of these techno-
logies for the betterment of the public good. Public sector 
institutions have however only recently begun facing 
the challenges of the 20th century that the information 
age of the third industrial revolution brought about. In 
the fourth industrial revolution new technologies will 
proliferate exponentially which significantly weakens 
public institutions’ ability to effectively regulate the use 

of these technologies. This implies that states and local 
governments to a much higher degree should collabo-
rate with businesses and academic institutions in order 
to help shape the development of new technologies, so 
that they may best serve the public interest. In this regard 
DOLL represents one of Denmark’s best examples of 
such a ‘tripple-helix’ collaborations and is as such from 
the outset designed to help Albertslund and Denmark 
arriving safely in the age of Industry 4.0. 

As is documented in this report, DOLL is a good examp-
le of how Albertslund and Denmark can venture into 
the fourth industrial revolution. However, DOLL is not 
immune to the demands that lie ahead, and DOLL itself 
also needs to constantly develop in order to remain an 
attractive location for innovation and collaboration. 
For DOLL this condition represents an opportunity to 
constantly be ahead of the curve, and as such be a key 
factor in bringing Denmark well into the fourth industrial 
revolution.

Below are illustrations of how 3 of the key technologies 
in the fourth industrial revolution can impact DOLL’s 
future workings.
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Internet of Things (IoT) has as the ultimate ambition to connect all 
physical objects to the digital world. Both industrial applications and 
household appliances across the word gave already been connected to 
the internet. IoT technology is already being utilized in industries across 
the world as a way to optimize processes. In many sectors however IoT 
utilization will continue to growth exponentially. It is expected that the 
positive economic benefits of IoT-enabled optimization will amount to 
73.6 billion DKK (11.3 billion USD) in 2025xxiii  

DOLL has already got a high degree of IoT thinking integrated in the 
work being done. Every installation in DOLL has got its own IP-address 
which brings many benefits and opportunities. For example as a way to 
test and demonstrate LiFi technology and City WiFi technology. DOLL has 
as such got a good point of departure in ensuring that this technology 
won’t come out of the blue and disrupt the technologies that are being 
developed in DOLL.   

INTERNET OF THINGS THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 
IN DENMARK 
As described in the previous section, the fourth industrial 
revolution is at the same time inevitable and difficult to 
predict accurately. This puts decision makers in a difficult 
situation because they are forced to act, but they often lack 
information to base decisions on. 

With this in mind this section looks at how the Danish 
Government through a series of initiatives and focus areas 
is seeking to prepare Danish workers and businesses for to-
morrow’s economic realities. As such, this section focuses on 
current national initiatives that align well with the approach 
and work of DOLL. 

ONGOING DANISH INITIATIVES

Denmark’s current and former governments put forward a 
number of initiatives that will both equip Denmark to meet 
a digitized and technology-based future head-on, as well 
as make Denmark a winner in the race to benefit from new 
technologies today. Future disruptive technologies, such as 
the Internet of Things, automation, robots, digitization, 3D 
printing, and artificial intelligence, are already present today. 
However, their impact on the economy is expected to increa-
se exponentially, which will change the production of com-
panies and transform the content into the employees’ daily 
lives. There have been a number of initiatives launched. For 
example, the Mininster for Business & Growth Brian Mikkel-
sen has launched an entrepreneurial panel (Iværksætterpa-
nel), as well as a ‘technology pact’ to strengthen technical 
education. However, there are in particular two initiatives 
with particular relevance for DOLL.

Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen stated in his New 
Year’s speech that Denmark, and all Danes, should be geared 
to tackle these changes.

THE DIGITAL GROWTH PANEL

The Digital growth Panel is placed under the auspices of the 
Minister for Business & Growth and consists of a range of 
prominient business leaders and researches. It was initiated 
in order to bring forth recommendations to how the Govern-
ment could best prepare Denmark to meet an increasingly 
digital future. In may of 2017, the Digital Growth Panel came 
with its suggestions for how Denmark can optimally situate 
itself in the digital age. Chaired by Niels B. Christiansen from 
Danfoss, the Panel packaged its recommendations into four 
themes that can all assist Denmark in reaping the benefits 
of increased digitization. These four themes are:

• Digital Competencies for all 

• Attractive Digital Growth Environment

• Proactive Framework for Digitization

• Digital Responsibility and Excitement

Out of these four themes, Attractive Digital Growth Environ-
ment and Proactive Framework for Digitization are the most 
interesting for DOLL. There are four particular recommen-
dations under these headings that hold high relevance for 
DOLL. These will briefly be presented here, and will be taken 
into account when the final recommendations are formula-
ted at the back of the report. 

3.3

”…DENMARK AND 
ITS PEOPLE MUST”  

BE PREPARED”
Prime Minister of Denmark, Lars Løkke Rasmussen
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- Recommendation 11 states that Denmark will invest 
DKK 100 million in a Hub for Internet of Things. This 
Hub “must have a strong commercial focus and be a 
dynamic and internationally oriented environment 
in which start-ups, larger businesses and strong 
research institutions come together for the develop-
ment of innovative solutions and business models.” 
This is interesting for DOLL and Albertslund, as a 
number of solutions are being developed in DOLL 
that utilise IoT.

- Recommendation 13 is simply called “Better access 
to test- and demonstration facilities, especially for 
SMEs.” As one of Denmark’s leading test and demon-
stration facilities, DOLL can play a special part in 
realising this recommendation.- 

- Recommendation 26 regards the action plan for 
the test and scaling of autonomous vehicles (AV). 
AVs are among the 4IR technologies that are closest 
to seeing broad deployment and entry into citizens’ 
lives. It is not a question of whether AVs will become 
a reality, but rather who will be positioned to make 
the most of this development. In Hersted Industrial 
Park, Albertslund Municipality has a unique platform 
for doing just this.

- Recommendation 27 concerns making more data of 
commercial value publically available. DOLL’s sha-
red-data platform makes the living lab a frontrunner 
for sharing and commercialising data generated by 
citizens’ movements in- and usage of the city.og kom-
mercialisere data der genereres via borgeres færden i 
den intelligente by.

AN ATTRACTIVE ENVIRONMENT  
FOR DIGITAL GROWTH 
 
Leading international digital Hub  
& knowledge and test-facility 
11. Establishment of leading international Hub for Internet 
of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data 
12. Enhanced strategic and technical research 
13. Better access to test- and demonstration facilities, espe-
cially for SMEs 
14. New SME-platform and increased focus on digitisation in 
the innovation- and business promotion ecosystem

Attractive nation for international digital talents 
15. Good working conditions for high-skilled international 
labour, within technology and digital business development 
16. Easier for SMEs to recruit high-skilled international 
labour 
17. Targeted marketing efforts to attract international digital 
talents to Denmark

Ideal climate for digital investments and access to capital 
18. Support SMEs’ digital transformations 
19. Revision of the rules for write-offs of digital investments 
and deductions for development costs.

 
 

PROACTIVE FRAMEWORK FOR DIGITISATION

 
Agile regulation for promoting innovation 
20. Flexible concept for regulation of new digital technologi-
es, products and business models 
21. Technology-neutral legislation aimed at digitisation 
22. Danish efforts for an ambitious and innovation-friendly 
digital free market 
23. Targeted Danish efforts for renewal and development of 
international standards

An infrastructure for the future in a digital world 
24. Ambitious 2025-targets for digital infrastructure, includ-
ing the deployment of 5G 
25. Automation of business reporting to public authorities 
26. Action plan for test and scaling of autonomous vehicles 

Ideal conditions for data management, IT-security and 
e-commerce 
27. More data of commercial value made publically available 
28. Strengthening of SMEs’ work with data management th-
rough advisory and simplification of rules 
29. Danish companies must be Europe’s leading within 
IT-security 
30. Enhanced framework for competitive e-commerce

DISRUPTION COUNCIL

The Danish Government’s newly created ‘Disruption Council’ 
consists of the Prime Minister, as chair, and 32 permanent seats, 
broadly representing the academic sector, labour market repre-
sentatives and businesses. Based on analyses and discussions, 
the Council will make suggestions for the Government on how 
to:

• Secure a ‘strong’ Denmark that seizes opportunities within 
the technological development for all Danes to benefit 
from the progress made in society.

• Maintain and develop a labour market that is known by its 
dynamics and good conditions, free of social dumpingxxiv. 

Under these two guiding principles, the Disruption Council will 
address areas such as institutional frameworks, business agility, 
trends in digital development and much more. The Council 
repeatedly highlights the need for involving external organi-
sations and people, which represents an opportunity for DOLL 
to have its work and priorities discussed at a high level. DOLL 
Living Lab’s approach in Hersted Industrial Park represents a 
unique approach for working with the key technologies of to-
morrow. This will be addressed in the recommendations in part 
4 of the report.

In sum, these national initiatives make up a future political, 
institutional and financial environment that provides space 
and demand for living labs like DOLL. Such an environment 
is an opportunity for DOLL to assert itself in a larger national 
context, where its experiences and competencies may positi-
vely contribute to Denmark’s transformation under the fourth 
industrial revolution.

- Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen, at the an-
nouncement of the Government’s Disruption Council, 

May 2017

”DENMARK’S FUTURE IS BRIGHT. 
GREEN GROWTH WILL MAKE 
DENMARK RICHER AND PROVIDE NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES, JOBS AND BETTER 
WORKING CONDITIONS WHILE 
REDUCING STRESS. BUT WE MUST 
ENSURE WE REAP THE FULL BENEFIT 
AND THAT WE GET EVERYONE ON 
BOARD – WE MUST DARE SEIZE 
THIS FUTURE. WE MUST EMBRACE 
TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND 
NEW DIGITAL SOLUTIONS.”
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André Rogaczewski, CEO & Partner at Netcompany  
Astrid Simonsen Joos, CEO at Philips Lighting Nordics 
Bente Sorgenfrey, Chairman at FTF 
Birgit Aaby, Entrepreneur & Owner of Combiservice 
Caroline Søeborg Ahlefeldt-Laurvig-Bille, Business Woman 
Carsten Stendevad, Senior Fellow at Bridgewater Associates 
Christiane Vejlø, Digital Trend-Analyst & CEO at Elektronista Media 
Claus Jensen, Chairman at Dansk Metal 
Esben Østergaard, CTO at Universal Robots 
Gregers Wedell-Wedellsborg, Executive Vice President at COOP Danmark 
Hella Joof, filminstruktør, Actress & Comedian 
Jacob Holbraad, CEO at Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening 
Jais Valeur Group, CEO at Danish Crown 
Jan Damsgaard, professor ved Institut at Digitalisering, Copenhagen Business School 
Jan Grimstrup, Trustee at KP Komponenter 
Jens Klarskov, CEO at Dansk Erhverv 
Jørgen Vig Knudstorp, Executive Chairman at LEGO Brand Group 
Karsten Dybvad, CEO at Dansk Industri 
Kasper Sand Kjær, Chairman at Dansk Ungdoms Fællesråd (DUF) 
Kigge Hvid, CEO at INDEX: Design to Improve Life 
Kim Simonsen, Chairman at HK 
Lizette Risgaard, Chairman at LO 
Marianne Steensen, CEO for Microsoft Danmark & Island 
Niels B. Christiansen, CEO & Chief Executive Officer hos Danfoss 
Per Christensen, Chairman at 3F 
Pernille Erenbjerg, CEO i TDC 
Philipp Schröder, Professor at the Institut for Økonomi, Aarhus University 
Stina Vrang Elias, CEO at DEA 
Søren Skou, Group CEO at A.P. Møller Mærsk A/S 
Thomas F. Borgen, CEO at Danske Bank 
Tommy Ahlers, Entrepreneur 
Vibeke Svendsen, CEO & Partner at Envotherm

MEMBERS OF 
THE GOVERNMENT’S DISRUPTION 
COUNCIL:

65% OF KIDS STARTING 
PRIMARY EDUCATION TODAY 
WILL EVENTUALLY HAVE A 
TYPE OF JOB THAT DOES 
NOT YET EXIST
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The changes brought about by the fourth industrial revolu-
tion, as discussed in previous sections, will not least affect 
workers worldwide. In the future, new demands and requi-
rements will be made of workers, as a result of changing 
industry dynamics and new technologies that fundamentally 
change the way we produce and consume. For example, 
technological progress will ensure job creation and produc-
tivity, but it will also increase the gap between high-skilled 
and low-skilled workers as well as increase the amount of 
people that are left redundant by technology. Meanwhile, 
existing jobs may require the development of additional 
skills to keep performing these, which in turn requires a 
willingness to adapt to changing conditions.

These changes make it very difficult to know what type of 
jobs and labour market to prepare the workforce for. For 
example, it is expected that some 65% of kids starting ele-
mentary school today will end up in a type of job that does 
not yet existxxv.  Predicting and preparing for these changes 
and the challenges and opportunities they bring is an ung-
rateful task for lawmakers and businesses. 

DOLL & THE FUTURE OF  
LABOUR MARKETS

3.4

WHAT DRIVES THE CHANGES?
World Economic Forum (WEF) has identified a number of key 
drivers behind the industrial and societal changes, brought 
about by industry 4.0. These are categorised as follows:

• Demographic and socioeconomic drivers

• Technological drivers

Focusing in this section primarily on the technological 
drivers, the WEF graph below illustrates the most important 
technological drivers affecting labour markets, according to 
surveyed business leaders worldwide.

Several of these most highlighted drivers in WEF’s survey 
fall fully or partly within DOLL’s domain – internet, data 
management, intelligent management systems for energy 
distribution and efficiency and IoT. This makes DOLL itself a 
driving force for technological development within urbani-
sation and Smart City development.

10  |  The Future of Jobs Report

on-demand work. The rising middle class in emerging 
markets, the need to transition towards an environmentally 
sustainable economy and increased geopolitical volatility are 
all seen as major organizational drivers of change. Changing 
values and the growing ability of consumers to express 
these values are also transforming business models and 
employment. The rising role and importance of women in 
the economy is transforming not only the composition of 
the talent pool but also the nature of products catering to 
them specifically—and by extension the skills profiles of the 
jobs required. Longevity and population ageing in advanced 
economies—and the opportunities and challenges it 
presents—are also expected to have an impact on business 
models, and by extension talent needs, in addition to 
changing the composition of the talent pool in most 
developed economies in particular.

Industry- and Country-Level Change
A number of drivers of change will have an acute impact 
within specific industries. At the industry level, for example, 
new energy supplies and technologies will have a particular 
impact on the Energy, Basic and Infrastructure and Mobility 
industries. Processing power and Big Data will have an 
especially strong impact on Information and Communication 
Technology, Financial Services and Professional Services. 
The rising middle class in emerging markets will have the 
largest effect on Consumer, Financial Services and Mobility. 
Consumer ethics and privacy issues will have a significant 
impact on the Consumer, Financial Services and Information 

At the country level, expectations regarding the nature 
of upcoming disruptions are shaped by the demographic, 
economic and technological development of the country in 
question. Overall, changing and flexible work is seen as the 
most significant driver of change in advanced economies, 
whereas the rising middle class takes this role in emerging 
markets. New energy supplies and technologies are 
expected to play the largest role in the countries of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council, while climate change adaptation is 
seen as a particularly major driver in Germany. A number 

of developing countries expect particularly large impact 
from the mobile internet given that the technology has the 
potential to bring millions of formerly unconnected workers 
and consumers into the formal economy for the first time. 
For further details, please also refer to the Country Profiles 
in Part 2 of this Report.

Expected Timeframe
The time-to-impact trajectory of certain drivers of change 
differs between industries and is shaped by the specific 
nature of each sector’s current business model. For 
example, there is a wide variety of opinion among Chief 
Human Resources Officers regarding the immediacy of the 
impact of artificial intelligence and robotics on employment 
and skills.5 However, regardless of the specific industry or 
driver of change, it is clear that the overall pace of industry 
transformation is wholly unprecedented. Disruptive changes 
to industry sectors are already re-configuring business 
models and skill sets—and will do so at an accelerated 
pace in the next five years. The current anxious debate 
about the long-term impact of artificial intelligence and 
robotics notwithstanding, our focus is on today’s workforce 
and talent strategies and how they can contribute to 
successfully managing this transition.

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
Recent discussions about the employment impact of 
disruptive change have often been polarized between those 
who foresee limitless opportunities in newly emerging job 
categories and prospects that improve workers’ productivity 
and liberate them from routine work, and those that foresee 
massive labour substitution and displacement of jobs. 
Academics, chief executives and labour leaders hold strong 
and diverse views on the  debate, as do policymakers. 6 It is 
clear from our data that while forecasts vary by industry and 
region, momentous change is underway and that, ultimately, 
it is our actions today that will determine whether that 
change mainly results in massive displacement of workers 
or the emergence of new opportunities. Without urgent and 
targeted action today to manage the near-term transition 

Impact felt already 2015–2017

 » Rising geopolitical volatility
 » Mobile internet and cloud technology
 » Advances in computing power and 
Big Data

 » Crowdsourcing, the sharing 
economy and peer-to-peer platforms

 » Rise of the middle class in emerging 
markets

 » Young demographics in emerging 
markets

 » Rapid urbanization
 » Changing work environments and 
flexible working arrangements

 » Climate change, natural resource 
constraints and the transition to a 
greener economy

 » New energy supplies and 
technologies

 » The Internet of Things
 » Advanced manufacturing and 
3D printing

 » Longevity and ageing societies
 » New consumer concerns about 
ethical and privacy issues

 » Women’s rising aspirations and 
economic power

 » Advanced robotics and 
autonomous transport

 » Artificial intelligence and 
machine learning

 » Advanced materials, 
biotechnology and genomics

2018–2020

LIVING LABS & THE FUTURE OF 
LABOUR MARKETS

In this context, living labs can play a positive role. In its ca-
pacity as a driver for technological progress, DOLL is equally 
a peek into the future labour market. A living lab setup, such 
as DOLL, is where new solutions are created and tested, 
which allows for an early understanding of the challenges 
and opportunities that come with each solution and what 
role humans will have under its application.

World Economic Forum’s report ‘The Future of Jobs’ high-
lights how the development of new technology allows for 
understanding what human competencies will be required 
in the future. This understanding will be a central element 
across industries, and for universities, business leaders and 
politicians who respectively must educate, hire and support 
the future workforce. Hence, DOLL becomes a gathering 
point of insight for all three stakeholder groups at which 
they can learn about the future skills required within its 
domain. Many solutions under development at DOLL, e.g. 
within the Public Information field, are specifically designed 
to positively impact the lives of citizens in an increasingly 
digital reality.

DOLL AND A QUALIFIED LABOUR FORCE

DOLL has contributed to creating the foundation for the 
qualified labour force of the future. In the schools of Alberts-
lund the pupils are working with digitization and use DOLL 
to learn about photonics, the lighting sources of the future 
and how the next generation of cities will function. At the 
coming Vestskoven Gymnasium that will open in 2019 there 
will be a technology line dedicated to lighting and smart city. 
Vice Principal Knud-Erik Hansen at Albertslund Gymnasium 
says that “DOLL and Gate21 have played a central role in the 
development of the new Vestskoven Gymnasium. Our shared 
space with Gate21 in building M means that our pupils 
will get access to knowledge and new tech that can lift the 
education within natural sciences to a very high level”. NEXT 
education also work with digitizing a range of vocational 
educations, so that e.g. future masons can use digital tools in 
their work. DOLL can in this respect help making technology 
available for the students through the living lab. 

For Albertslund and municipalities across Denmark, DOLL 
thus represents a helping hand in the transition towards the 
future labour market, where it can help create meaningful 
jobs for all in an economy already undergoing drastic chan-
ges. This is another area in which DOLL supports Alberts-
lund Municipality’s Business Strategy 2013-2017 – securing 
qualified labour.

3.4

Source: Future of Jobs Survey, World Economic Forum.
Note: Names of drivers have been abbreviated to ensure legibilit y.

TECHNOLOGICAL

Mobile internet, cloud technolog y

Processing power, Big Data

New energy suppl ies and technologies

Internet of Things

Sharing economy, crowdsourcing

Robotics, autonomous transport

Adv. manufacturing , 3D printing

Adv. materials , biotechnolog y

34%

26%

22%

14%

12%

9%

7%

6%

6%

In addition, the demographic and socioeconomic drivers 
of change represent change that will affect the future job 
markets as well. Geopolitics, climate change, increasing 
urbanisation, growing middle classes and new generations’ 
changing attitudes towards the workplace are all factors 
already affecting societies worldwide, and many of these 
drivers are to various degrees a result of the technological 
drivers.

The figure below provides an overview of both the demo-
graphic and socioeconomic and technological drivers, and 
how they will develop over time, according to WEF.
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DOLL Living Lab is unique and innovative. At a glance how-
ever, DOLL’s value creation can be hard to pin down. This 
report has investigated DOLL from a number of different 
angles with the aim to uncover this value creation.

The report concludes that DOLL is a highly valuable support 
to the business environment in Albertslund as well as to 
several key ambitions in the Business Strategy.

Furthermore, the report shows that the companies active 
at DOLL regard the living lab very positively and that this fo-
sters innovation, collaborations and job creation. In addition 
to this, the companies consider DOLL to be a positive additi-
on to the business environment both locally and nationally. 
66 percent state they would not be present in Albertslund, 
were it not for DOLL.

Since its establishment, DOLL has attracted hundreds of 
international delegations consisting of almost a thousand 
visitors from across the world. Responses from the delegati-
ons show, that DOLL is the main reason for visiting Denmark 
to learn about living labs and the green economy, in a ma-
jority of cases. Four in five delegations confirm this. In other 
words, many delegations had likely not visited Denmark had 
it not been for DOLL. Aside from generating 13.4 jobs in the 
service sector, this international attention is major asset for 
Denmark as a brand and destination.

The comprehensive global media coverage underlines the 
appetite for knowledge about living labs and Smart City 
solutions – and cements that DOLL has managed to posi-
tion itself, Albertslund and Greater Copenhagen as green 
frontrunners. From a quantitative perspective, the geograp-
hical reach of press coverage shows that DOLL is a strong 
brand that reaches far beyond local borders. The analysed 
media coverage consistently discusses DOLL as a key actor 
in both Albertslund and Copenhagen, which demonstrates 
its brand-building effect at a local and regional level. Me-

asured in economic terms, this media coverage represents 
tremendous value, as just one prominent article is worth 
millions of Kroner.

The report has concluded a vast, global demand for the so-
lutions being develop at DOLL. The living lab can thus play 
a central role as bridge between Danish expertise within 
the field and the global demand. Opportunities for exports 
of Danish companies’ products are great, with developing 
countries worldwide in particular need of new solutions for 
sustainable growth over the next 20 years.

The fourth industrial revolution is changing the conditions 
and dynamics for growth, employment and innovation. For 
DOLL, this is an opportunity to be at the forefront of devel-
opments, as it can be a key figure in Denmark’s transition 
into industry 4.0. In this regard, the report has identified 
a number of Danish initiatives to support this transition, 
through which DOLL can play a part and strengthen its 
position.

DOLL is very much a driver of technological progress within 
urbanisation and Smart City development, which will define 
the cities of the future. For Albertslund Municipality, and 
for municipalities across Greater Copenhagen and indeed 
Denmark, DOLL thus represents a helping hand towards the 
future labour market and the fourth industrial revolution.

CONCLUSIONS
4.1
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ITS WORLD CONGRESS 2018

ITS WORLD CONGRESS 2018

CIAECULPA COR AUTEM ANISQUID QUO TO OMNIENT 
LACERESEQUAM DENIMODI TET MINT.

CIAECULPA COR AUTEM ANISQUID QUO TO OMNIENT 
LACERESEQUAM DENIMODI TET MINT.

W
Building on the conclusions, a number of recommendations have been made for DOLL and the Municipality of Albertslund. 
The recommendations are based on the insights the advisory team has gathered through the analyses, interviews, workshops 
and surveys undertaken throughout the writing of the report and are thus based on interviews with more than 40 different 
stakeholders to DOLL, including companies, visitors and many more. Even so, the recommendations are proposed by Quercus 
Group, who assumes full responsibility for these. 

DOLL should position itself as an innovation hotspot for autonomous vehicles (AV). As discussed in the report, autonomous 
vehicles are becoming a reality and DOLL has an opportunity to position itself strategically within this emerging sector. The 
many miles of peaceful road in Hersted Industrial Park provides the ideal facilities for testing in this area, supported by the 
Danish government’s focus on AV. DOLL may for example try and play into the Danish Technical University’s (DTU) work with 
the autonomous busses called ‘Olli’ in Lyngby, north of Copenhagen.

Cities worldwide want to learn from the experiences and knowledge being made in Albertslund. DOLL may leverage its alrea-
dy strong international reach to create an educational branch named ‘DOLL Academy’. This will further enhance DOLL’s strong 
global presence by undertaking academic training programmes for visiting international delegations, as well as do teaching 
and training programmes for public decision-makers in cities worldwide.

DOLL has expanded its initial sectorial focus on lighting to also cover a number of Smart Urban Services. However, DOLL 
should be aware not to try and service all emerging sectors within Smart City development. Rather, it should stay focused on 
a select few industries and business areas, including the ones suggested above. An in-depth focus on lighting to begin with 
helped position the DOLL stakeholders as true experts, which began attracting national and international interest and visi-
tors. In order to stay ahead of developments and not overlap with other living labs, DOLLS should thus maintain a clear focus 
and not try to bite over more than it can chew. DOLL may still work with a variety of different sectors, so long as thorough 
consideration is given to each area prioritised, in order to ensure synergies across focus areas and a good match between 
these and the physical conditions in Hersted Industrial Park.

This sector is already well in focus at DOLL, yet the exponential growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) sector and the Danish 
government’s focus on IoT development in Denmark means that DOLL should aggressively seek to position itself within this 
area. DOLL should be top of the mind among businesses that want to develop and test IoT solutions.

Danish municipalities constitute a very large customer segment for buying innovative Smart City solutions, as they can see 
and try out the solutions in real life at DOLL before purchasing. The companies at DOLL repeatedly highlight this as a major 
draw and strength of being active at DOLL. Much is already being done to service visiting Danish municipalities, but this re-
commendation stresses the importance of seizing any opportunity to cater to this important segment. DOLL may for example 
try and engage in the Municipalities’ procurement processes at an earlier stage to better understand demand and develop 
solutions accordingly.

RECOMMENDATIONS

DOLL’S FOCUS AREAS

INVEST IN DEVELOPING AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

GO GLOBAL WITH A ”DOLL ACADEMY”

STAY FOCUSED

BECOME AN IOT-HOTSPOT IN DENMARK

DEVELOP SOLUTIONS THAT MEET SPECIFIC  
CHALLENGES IN DANISH MUNICIPALITIES

4.2
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The openness and visibility is a key part in branding DOLL as an attractive place, as well as Greater Copenhagen as a whole.

DOLL cannot afford to miss out on the ITS World Congress in Copenhagen in 2018. In September 2018, the doors will open 
to organisations from the entire world to come and test modern ITS solutions, and DOLL should prepare well in time for this 
major event to position itself as the number one living lab in Denmark to the many visitors.

As mentioned, DOLL has its origin in the Innovation Network Dansk Lys (Danish Lighting). As one out of 22 national Innovati-
on Networks that are being supported by the Ministry of Research and Education, Dansk Lys gathers public, private and aca-
demic stakeholders within lighting in order to foster innovation and growth. This mission is completely aligned with DOLL’s, 
which is why it makes sense to seek out the opportunity to formally become a part of Dansk Lys, thereby ensuring synergy 
and collaboration around the convergent mission statements of Dansk Lys and DOLL. 

There is a risk of the smaller companies being overlooked among the many, global corporations present at DOLL. SMEs 
should actively be supported by the DOLL consortium, through e.g. doing individual sessions on the companies’ ambitions and 
challenges. Increased matchmaking for new partners and projects may be of further value to SMEs as well.

Smart City World Labs (see case under section 2.2) is thus far the only initiative specifically for internationalisation that invol-
ves DOLL. Several among the smaller companies ask for a stronger effort in this area, and with emerging living labs world-
wide opportunities ought to abound.

Better communication with DOLL member companies regarding visiting delegations can increase chances of sales and 
exports. For this, State of Green, Denmark’s national green brand, or One Point Entry Service, Greater Copenhagen’s internatio-
nal visitor service, could be engaged since they know first-hand of the visiting delegations’ interests and needs. This coordina-
tion should then be used to better identify the right match at DOLL with a given delegation.

DOLL’S SERVICES

CONCRETE INITIATIVES

CONTINUE  RECEIVING AND  
SERVICING VISITORS

GO ALL-IN ON ITS WORLD CONGRESS

BECOME A PART OF DANSK LYS

DO MORE FOR SMEs

STRENGTHEN OPPORTUNITIES FOR  INTERNATIONALISATION AND EXPORTS

INCREASE MATCHMAKING BETWEEN COMPANIES AND DELEGATIONS

END NOTES
i  http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/photonics/home_en.html
ii Data supplied by DOLL
iii http://frdb.dk/fredericia/Landsbyerne-fr-foerst-Kaempe-lys-plan-er-win-win/artikel/98268
iv http://publications.arup.com/publications/g/growing_smart_cities_in_denmark
v Danmarks Statistik Input-Output tabeller: Table 6.D.1 – Employment requirements by industries 2007
vi http://marketingsolutions.economist.com/sites/default/files/brand_rate_cards/Rate%20Card%202017-External%20USD%20Net_Final_May%2017.pdf
vii http://marketingsolutions.economist.com/planning-tools/audience 
viii http://www.themediaant.com/digital/gizmodo-website-advertising
ix http://www.alluremedia.com.au/our-sites/gizmodo
x http://www.altinget.dk/eu/artikel/nummer-1-i-eu-danmark-er-digitale-mestre
xi http://publications.arup.com/publications/g/growing_smart_cities_in_denmark
xii https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/photonics-and-our-daily-life
xiii https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/ieo/pdf/0484(2016).pdf 
xiv https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/ieo/transportation.cfm
xvhttp://www.nyc.gov/html/gbee/html/about/about.shtml
xvi https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/ieo/pdf/0484(2016).pdf
xvii https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/photonics-and-our-daily-life
xviii https://eu-smartcities.eu/content/european-commision-invest-€200m-smart-cities-next-two-years
xix http://www.makeinindia.com/article/-/v/internet-of-things
xx https://www.wsj.com/articles/singapore-is-taking-the-smart-city-to-a-whole-new-level-1461550026
xxi http://www.dtu.dk/nyheder/2017/05/den-selvkoerende-bus-olli-testes-paa-dtu-lyngby-campus?id=9f0e6438-178f-44ea-baaa-edf2c38d4039
xxii Wohlers Report 2017
xxiii McKinsey Global Institute, 2015
xxivhttp://stm.dk/multimedia/Kommissorium_Disruption.pdf
xxv World Economic Forum - ’The Future of Jobs’ 
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ANNEXURE 
FULL MEDIA COVERAGE

15.03.2017 The Huffington Post
”Copenhagen, Striving to be Carbon-Neutral: Part 
7, The Intelligence of Networked Things”
Read the article here

01.03.2017 FDM Motor 3/2017
”Lygtepælen bliver dine øjne og ører i trafikken”
Read the article here

17.02.2017 Albertslund Posten
”Nyt lys: Nu kommer turen til stierne”
Read the article here

07.02.2017 Vestegnen, Søndagsavisen
”Albertslund Kommune tester en info-skærm, der 
på sigt kan give borgerne aktuelle oplysninger”
Read the article here

01.02.2017 Skanska Magazine
 ”Smart City”
Læs casen her - side 7-8

17.01.2017 Technologist
 ”Traffic remains a challenge”
Read the article here

21.09.2016 Fredericia Dagblad
 ”Landsbyerne får først: Kæmpe lys-plan er win 
win”
Read the article here

11.06.2016 Les Affaires, Quebec
 ”Villes inteligentes, villes humaines”
Read the article here

01.06.2016 Energi, Dansk Energi
 ”Europas største udendørslaboratorium er dansk”
Read the article here

 01.05.2016 Pan European Networks, Belgien
 Lighting lab
Read the article here - side 59-61

23.02.2016 Cedi
 ”Smarte løsninger giver borgerne luft og sund-
hed”
Read the article here

01.02.2016 FDM Motor
 ”Svært at se lyset”
Read the article here (pdf)
06.01.2016 Ny Teknik, Sverige
”Ljuset sprider sig till Skåne”
Read the article here

31.12.2015 Urbana Smart City Magazine, India
 ”Greater Copenhagen - a testbed for LED-lighting 
and Smart City-solutions”
Read the article here - page 52

18.12.2015 Smart Cities Council
 ”Smart Street Lighting” - DOLL side 7
Read the case (pdf)

16.12.2015 Berlingske Business
 ”Kæmpe eksperiment kaster lys over Albertslund”
Se videoen her

”Gadelygterne er blevet intelligente uden for 
Albertslund”
Read the article here

”København skal kendes som lysets metropol”
Read the article here

 02.12.2015 Politiken
 ”Smart city er in - men hvad er en intelligent by 
egentlig?”
Read the article here

 13.11.2015 Le Monde, France
 ”Copenhague, laboratoire de la future ville intel-
ligente”
Read the article here

23.09.2015 Vestegnen
 ”Det havde vi aldrig drømt om”
Read the article here

10.09.2015 Elinstallatören, Sverige
 ”Smart stad hittar parkeringen åt dig”
Se video her 

09.09.2015 Albertslundposten
 ”Se billederne: Kinesere på officielt besøg”
Read the article here

08.09.2015 Elinstallatören, Sverige
 ”Så hjälper danskt labb till med dyrt ljusval”
Read the article online

 13.08.2015 Lux Review, Storbritanien
”Which cities are really smartest?”
Read the article online
 
10.06.2015 The Economist, Advertisement feature 
in blog GE Look ahead
 ”Smart city lighting - the humble lamppost goes 
digital”
Read the blog online

 11.03.2015 Ny Teknik, Sverige
 ”Lysdioder gör städer smartare”
Read the article here (pdf)

07.03.2015 Information 
”Slaget om lyset kæmpes i mørke”
Read the article online
Read the article here (pdf)
 
01.02.2015 Teknik og Miljø, februar 2015
 ”Global interesse for kommunalt lyslaboratorium”
Read the article here (pdf)

01.02.2015 LEDs Magazine
 ”Denmark heads for the bright lights, smart city”
Read the article online
Read the magazine here (pdf)

27.01.2015 Financial Times
 ”Lamppost shines a light on smart cities”
Read the article online (login required)
Read the article here (pdf)
 
07.01.2015 Berlingske
 ”Danmark skal eksportere intelligente byer”
Read the article online
Read the article here (pdf)
 
08.12.2014 New York Times
 ”Copenhagen Lighting the Way to Greener, More 
Efficient Cities”
Read the article here
 
02.12.2014 Albertslund Posten
 ”Fremtidens lys gav sejr til Albertslund” og ”CNN i 
Albertslund: Et unikt lysprojekt”
Læs artiklerne her
 
November Teknik & Miljø
 ”Fra Albertslund til Hele verden”
Read the article here (pdf)
 
28.11.2014 Lokalavisen.dk
 ”Se billederne: CNN er i byen”
Read the article online
 
28.11.2014 Altomteknik.dk
 ”DOLL og Albertslund Kommune vinder KL’s in-
novationspris”
Read the article online
 
21.11.2014 Electra
 ”Den intelligente by er over os”
Read the article here (pdf)

01.10.2014 Dansk Energi
 ”Lampernes Land”
Read the article here (pdf)
 
30.09.2014 www.fremtidens-by.com
 Bæredygtig Byudvikling
”Kommuner og firmaer udvikler fremtidens lys”
Read the article online
 
24.09.2014 Politiken
 ”Nye intelligente gadelamper lyser op, når du 
kommer gående”
Read the article here
 
24.09.2014 Bygge og Anlægsavisen
 ”Stl krav til belysningen”
Read the article online
 
24.09.2014 Fast Company - www.fastcoexist.com
 ”This Danish Neighborhood Is A Giant Experi-
ment For Smart Cities”
Read the article here
 
23.09.2014 Albertslundposten
 ”Hele verden har fået set lyset i Albertslund”
Read the article here (pdf)
 
20.09.2014 EdisonReport.Eu
 ”City Planners Visit Denmarks Smart City”
Read the article online
 
19.09.2014 Ledsmagazine.com
”Thorn and Paradox Engineering contribute to 
Danish Outdoor Lighting Lab smart lighting 
experiment”
Read the article online
 
19.09.2014 WiWo Green (Wirtschafts Woche 
Green)
 ”Smarte Strassenlampen - Kopenhagen fuehrt 
groessten Test der Welt durch”
Read the article online
 
19.09.2014 LUXReview.com
 ”LED drive ’smart city’ in bold Danish experiment”
Read the article online
 
17.09.2014 Smart Cities Council
 ”Shopping for new street lights? Head for Den-
mark’s outdoor light lab”
Read the article online
 
16.09.2014 FutureStructure
 ”Danish Project Aims to Shed Light on Citywide 
LED”
Read the article online

 11.09.2014 Byggecentrum, Håndbog for Bygn-
ingsindustrien
 ”Europas største lyslaboratorium er åbnet i 
Danmark”
Read the article online
 
11.09.2014 Citiscope.org
 ”For cities switching to LED street lamps, a place 
to see the light”
Read the article online
 
10.09.2014 Forbes.com
 ”How LEDs Are Going To Change The Way We 
Look At Cities”
Read the article here
 
10.09.2014 Elektronik-online.dk
 ”Europas største laboratorium for LED-gadelys og 
Smart City-løsninger er åbnet i Danmark”
Read the article online
 
10.09.2014 Byensejendom.dk
 ”Doll Living Lab indviet med 280 lamper på 9,2 
kilometer vej i Albertslund”
Read the article online
 
10.09.2014 Vestegnen
 ”Albertslund tænder fremtidens lys”
Read the article here (pdf)
 
09.09.2014 Euroasia Industry
 Thorn and Paradox Engineering contributing 
together for DOLL smart lighting experiment
Read the article online
 
09.09.2014 www.mestertidende.dk
 ”Laboratorium for LED-gadelys”
Read the article online
 
08.09.2014 www.electronicsupply.dk
 ”Phillips vil bringe Albertslund ud i verden”
Read the article online
 
05.09.2014 Videnskab dk og www.b.dk
 Samme artikel: ”Nyt dansk lyslaboratorium 
udvikler intelligente gadelamper.”
Read the article online
Read the article online  

04.09.2014 Ingeniøren
 ”Gadelygter med wifi skruer selv op for lyset, når 
der kommer en fodgænger”
Read the article online
 

04.09.2014 Ugens Erhverv, BYG-TEK, Byggeri.dk
 Samme artikel: ”Lys i gadelampen på 50 måder”
Read the article online
Read the article online BYG-TEK
Read the article online Byggeri.dk
 
03.09.2014 Dansk El-forbund
 ”Lyslaboratorium åbner besøgscenter”
Read the article online
 
02.09.2014 Electronic Supply
 ”Laboratorium for LED-gadelys og SmartCity-
løsninger til Danmark”
Read the article online
 
August Teknik & Miljø
 ”Laboratorium for Lys”
Read the article here (pdf)
 
19.08.2014 Lighting Magazine, UK
 ”Copenhagen trails smart street lighting”
Read the article online
 
18.08.2014 LUX Review - international journal of 
energy efficient lighting and design
 ”LED streetlights play digital detective in 
Denmark”
Read the article online
 
12.08.2014 Gizmondo, Australien
 ”A small Danish suburb is a Lab for the world’s 
smartest streetlights”
Read the article online
 
10.08.2014 New Scientist
 ”Massive smart light lab tests tech to slash 
emissions”
Read the article online.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/copenhagen-striving-to-be-carbon-neutral-part-7-the_us_58ae19dae4b01f4ab51c762a
https://www.gate21.dk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Lygtep%C3%A6len-bliver-dine-%C3%B8jne-og-%C3%B8rer-i-trafikken_Motor-03-2017.pdf
http://albertslund.lokalavisen.dk/nyt-lys-nu-kommer-turen-til-stierne-/20170217/artikler/702179961/1003
http://www.e-pages.dk/vestegnen/189/6
http://ipaper.ipapercms.dk/SkanskaAS/mag03/
http://www.technologist.eu/traffic-remains-a-challenge/
http://frdb.dk/fredericia/Landsbyerne-fr-foerst-Kaempe-lys-plan-er-win-win/artikel/98268
http://www.lesaffaires.com/blogues/julie-cailliau/villes-intelligentes-villes-humaines/588019
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/2016junidanskenergi.pdf
http://www.paneuropeannetworkspublications.com/GOV18/files/assets/basic-html/page-59.html
http://cedi.dk/nyheder/smarte-l%C3%B8sninger-giver-borgerne-luft-og-sundhed
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/2016januarfdmmotor_vejlys.pdf
https://issuu.com/urbanaworld/docs/urbana_nov.-dec._2015/1
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/2015decembersmartcitiescouncil.pdf
http://www.business.dk/virksomheder/kaempe-eksperiment-kaster-lys-over-albertslund
http://www.business.dk/vaekst/gadelygterne-er-blevet-intelligente-uden-for-albertslund
http://www.business.dk/vaekst/koebenhavn-skal-kendes-som-lysets-metropol
http://politiken.dk/oekonomi/2050/groen_omstilling/ECE2957058/smart-city-er-in----men-hvad-er-en-intelligent-by-egentlig/
http://mobile.lemonde.fr/planete/article/2015/11/13/copenhague-laboratoire-de-la-future-ville-intelligente_4809170_3244.html?xtref=acc_dir
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/2015septembervestegnen.pdf
http://www.elinstallatoren.se/innehall/nyheter/2015/september/smart-stad-hittar-parkeringen-at-dig/
http://albertslund.lokalavisen.dk/se-billederne-kinesere-paa-officielt-besoeg-/Lokale-nyheder/20150909/artikler/709159837/1003
http://www.elinstallatoren.se/innehall/nyheter/2015/september/smart-stad-hittar-parkeringen-at-dig/
http://luxreview.com/article/2015/08/which-cities-are-really-smartest-
http://gelookahead.economist.com/smart-city-lighting/
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/nyteknik11mars2015lysdiodergrstdersmartare.pdf
http://www.information.dk/526545
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/informationmartsslagetomlysetkaempesimoerket.pdf
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/teknikogmiljofebruar2015.pdf
http://digital.ledsmagazine.com/ledsmagazine/201502/?sub_id=aLNdtGdGjAGp#pg1
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/artikelledsmagazinefebruar2015.pdf
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/53b285c8-851d-11e4-ab4e-00144feabdc0.html?siteedition=intl#axzz3QgsBfSYY
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/smartcitiesft.pdf
http://www.b.dk/nationalt/danmark-skal-eksportere-intelligente-byer
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/berlingske7jan.pdf
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/berlingske7jan.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/09/business/energy-environment/copenhagen-lighting-the-way-to-greener-more-efficient-cities.html?_r=1
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/albertslundpostend2dec.pdf
http://www.lightinglab.dk/_files/Dokumenter/presse/artikelteknikogmiljonovember2014.pdf
http://lokalavisen.dk/se-billederne-cnn-er-i-byen/Sjaelland-Regionale-nyheder/20141128/artikler/712029650/1051
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